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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.
1

Harry Stinton, a Royal Worcester 2 handled oviform vase decorated with highland cattle in an extensive
landscape, with tapered lid 7" ( photo centre pages ) £300-350
The lid is chipped, stuck and damaged. The vase itself is in good condition.

2

A Royal Worcester oviform vase decorated with fruit, by Ricketts. 2226 6" £100-150
Other than some slight rubbing to the gilding, this vase is in god condition. Additional images available.

3

2 Royal Doulton character jugs - Sancho Panca D4456 7" and Don Quixote D6455 7" £25-35

4

A Royal Doulton figure - The Bride HN2166 8" £15-25

5

2 Doulton Lambeth cylindrical jugs, the blue ground with a band of geometric decoration no.9583 10" and 9"
£40-80

6

A Doulton Lambeth waisted blue ground vase decorated with fruits 8" £20-30

7

3 Royal Doulton character jugs - Cardinal 4", Tony Weller 2" and Cardinal 2" £20-40

8

A pair of Royal Doulton blue glazed waisted mugs, impressed 7371 and 7372 5 1/2" £20-30

9

A pair of Paris style pink ground waisted vases decorated with birds amongst flowers 10" £25-45

10

A St Clement Delft style bleeding/shaving bowl with floral decoration, base marked K & G St Clement 10"
£10-20
Some chips to rim

11

A Victorian Royal Worcester white glazed figure of a dove carrying a classical vase with gilt and turquoise
decoration 7" £25-45
The tail of the dove is chipped and the beak has a minor chip

12

A Alvar Aalto free form glass dish 8" £30-50

13

2 19th Century cut glass faceted glasses with silver swing handles, a gilt decorated bowl and jug £50-80
One of the glasses has small chips to the rim and the jug has a bruise to the base. Additional images added.

14

A Lladro figure of a goose girl 10", ditto of a girl holding a piglet 7" £25-45

15

A Murano glass ashtray 3" and a ditto paperweight decorated with flowers 2.5" £20-40

16

A pair of Staffordshire spaniels with gilt decoration.12" £30-60

17

A Sylvac style figure of a seated tan terrier 10" £20-40

18

A 19th Century 2 handled earthenware mug decorated with figures at pursuits inscribed Jolly Beavis from a
friend 8" £20-40
There are minor chips to the rim of the mug and a crack to the body
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19

A Victorian Staffordshire figure of a soldier on horseback - War 11" £25-35

20

2 Victorian Majolica jugs decorated with birds 6" and 8" £20-40

22

An Achille Bloch porcelain figure group in the form of a lady seated in a Sedan chair complete with bearers on
horseback 7"h £60-90
The front figure has been broken off and badly repaired. The rear left carriage support is chipped. There are
four spots at both the front and the back of the base that have been painted over and it looks at if something is
missing from the base. There are firing cracks to one of the uprights on the sedan chair

23

A 19th Century Continental porcelain table centre piece base in the form of an arbour with birds and birds nest
(f and r) 7"h £20-30
The bowl to the top is missing, the bird to the top of the arbour is missing the end of a wing

24

A tan ground Troika vase with geometric decoration,5" £40-80

25

A Lladro figure of a sleeping angel with gilt metal halo 3 1/2", ditto reclining angel 5", ditto seated angel 4"
£20-30

26

A Wade RSPB commemorative teapot 7" £20-30

27

A Mexican Wemyss style pottery figure of a bird 3", 2 glass figures of birds 2" and a collection of miniature
figures etc £15-20

28

A collection of 12 Wade Whimsies £20-30

29

A Continental porcelain figure of a seated gentleman reclining on a day bed (foot f), ditto standing gentleman
3" (chip to finger) ditto seated gentleman (f and r), a pair of Continental porcelain figures of standing lady and
gentleman 4" (both f) and a Continental porcelain figure of a standing gentleman with rose 5" £20-30

30

A pair of 19th Century German twin handled urns with floral decorated decoration supported by figures, raised
on pierced bases 7 1/2" £20-30
Both are heavily damaged with arms and wings missing

31

An early 20th Century Rococo style 2 handled vase decorated with panels of flowers 17" £30-50
This vase has a cracked body and rubbing

32

A 19th Century Sunderland lustre jug with typical bridge decoration 4" £20-40
There are some chips to the spout and handle of this lot

33

A set of 6 tot glasses with engraved African game 3" £20-40

34

A pair of 19th Century Mettlach club shaped vases, the base impressed Mettlach 1807, 1694, 12"h £250-350

35

A Royal Crown Derby paperweight in the form of a seated rabbit, base marked XL1 3" £15-25

36

A Royal Crown Derby paperweight in the form of a sleeping dormouse, base marked LX11 2" £15-25

37

A 1930's Shelley part tea set comprising teapot, bowl, sandwich plate, cream jug, sugar bowl, 6 saucers, 5
side plates and 2 similar, 4 dessert bowls and 6 tea cups ( photo centre pages ) £30-60
The teapot lid is cracked, sugar bowl is cracked, 1 side plate is cracked, 1 tea cup is cracked

38

A set of 6 Wedgwood figures - The Wives of Henry VIII 8" £50-75
All figures in this lot are in very good condition.

39

A Royal Doulton blush porcelain salad bowl with plated mounts and servers £25-45
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40

A pair of Bristol blue glass goblets 6", ditto jug and 2 other items £30-60

41

A circular cut glass pedestal bowl 12", an oval boat ditto £25-45

42

A cut glass basket 6" and a ditto splayed lipped vase £20-40

43

A pair of German figures of seated ladies on rococo bases 5", a similar group 8" and a pair of Continental
candlesticks 4" £30-50
All of the seated ladies have damage to the lacework on their dresses and 2 of the figure groups are missing
fingers. one of the candlesticks has some damage to the flower on its base. Additional image added.

44

2 Murano glass figures of birds with bottle bases 13" and 11" £20-40

45

6 Edwardian ribbon plates and 5 Wedgwood Jasperware items £20-30

46

A Studio Pottery dish decorated with an exotic bird 14" £15-25

47

A set of 8 Waterford wine glasses with faceted decoration 5" £50-80

48

A Royal Dux figure of a parakeet 16", a Continental figure of a bird 10" £40-60

49

A pair of Belleek rustic spill vases in the form of tree trunks with green mark 6 1/2" £20-40

50

3 novelty egg cups and 5 Wade Whimsies £10-20

51

A pair of 19th Century German bisque figures of a lady and gentleman on raised rustic bases 12" £20-40
The figure of the gentleman has lost his right hand and has been stuck

52

A Royal Worcester tazza, the turquoise ground decorated with gilt floral swags and flowers 8" £50-75
This tazza is in good condition. Additional images available.

53

A 1970's Studio purple glass vase with bubble base engraved Tapio Wirkkala 11 1/4" £40-60

54

A Maling biscuit barrel with wicker handle 7", a ditto cylindrical vase 7" £30-50

55

An early 19th Century mallet shaped decanter and stopper with hobnail decoration and 2 others £20-40

56

A set of 3 Art Deco graduated jugs decorated with flowers £15-25

57

2 modern Murano flared neck pink bowls 14" £30-60

58

A Carltonware triangular hors d'oeuvres dish, a ditto salad dish with lobster decoration 10" £20-30

59

A Murano glass clown 10" and 5 other items £25-45

60

A collection of Victorian green glazed leaf decorated dishes and plates £25-35

61

A stylish Studio clear glass scent bottle and stopper 9" £25-35

62

A 1970's Denby ovoid dish 7", ditto bowl and jug £25-35

63

10 19th Century clear glass apothecary jars £20-40
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64

A 19th Century part dinner service comprising 2 quatrefoil dishes, a 2 handled deep bowl and 2 oval shallow
bowls, the orange ground with gilt star burst decoration together with 3 Royal Crown Derby ochre decorated
plates £25-45
The quatrefoil dishes both have 2 chips to the rims, The 2 handled bowl has chips to the handles at either end
and of the oval bowls has a chip to the rim. All of the service has some heavy wear to the insides. The Crown
Derby plates are in good condition. Additional images added.

65

4 Paragon Edward VIII commemorative tea cups, saucers and side plates together with a sandwich plate
£30-60

66

A quantity of Carltonware lobster decorated tableware comprising a large 2 handled platter, 6 dinner plates, a
sauce boat and ladle, a salt and pepper, oval dish, butter dish and cover, 2 servers, a leaf shaped dish, a salad
dish and 4 other items £40-80
One of the plates has a chip and one of the servers is broken. All other items are in good condition. Additional
images added.

67

A collection of 19 Victorian green glass wines £20-40

68

6 Aynsley Master Craft animal groups £20-30

69

A collection of Victorian Sowerby and slag glass vessels £25-35

70

3 boxed Wedgwood Clarice Cliff style limited edition plates 12" £30-60

71

A Moore & Co Pastoral design dinner service decorated with animals comprising a small tureen and cover,
stand and ladle, 11 side plates, 12 dinner plates, vegetable dish and cover, a 2 handled bowl, 9 soup bowls, 1
cake stand, 1 large ladle, an oval deep bowl, a large vegetable dish and cover, 4 oval graduated meat platters
and a large meat dish ( photo centre pages ) £100-200
Generally this lot is in excellent condition with 3 small chips

72

A quantity of crested vessels £20-40

73

3 19th Century decanters £40-60

74

A cut glass waisted vase and a ditto jug £15-25

75

A cut glass fruit bowl 10", a ditto pedestal bowl and flared neck vase £15-25

76

An Art Deco Burleigh Ware tea set comprising a breakfast teapot, 2 tea cups, 2 saucers and a sandwich plate
£20-40
The teapot has a chip to the spout and the black paintwork is heavily worn on all items except the sandwich
plate. Additional images added.

77

A Coalport figure - Debutants Beth 3", 2 others and an Edwardian biscuit barrel £20-40

78

A Brierley tapered opalescent vase 5 1/2" and 2 others £25-45

79

6 cranberry glasses and a gilt decorated bowl £20-40

80

A Beswick turquoise Cathay aesthetic style oviform vase 7 1/2" and 4 Beswick birds £15-25
All 4 birds are damaged
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81

A contemporary Portuguese jardiniere, the yellow ground decorated with a panel of spring flowers 7", a
Victorian ditto 5" £15-25

82

A collection of Victorian moulded table salts and minor glassware £10-20

83

A 20th Century Russian figure of a reclining tigress and cub £30-40

84

An 18th Century framed Delft tile of a musician 4", 9 others £20-40

85

5 Edwardian oval meat plates £20-40

86

5 Wedgwood crystal Christmas paperweights 1980-1984, 4 other commemorative paperweights and a quantity
of modern ditto £30-50

87

A Royal Albert Old Country Roses tea and dinner service comprising 14 tea cups, 14 saucers, 14 tea plates, 8
dessert bowls, a preserve pot and cover, a dish, a swan table ornament, a plated jam spoon, 2 teapots, 2
coffee pots, 2 milk jugs, a 3 section cake stand, a candle base, sauce boat and stand, sugar bowl, clock, 3
serving dishes and 14 dinner plates ( photo centre pages ) £200-400
This service is in very good condition, having no chips, cracks or crazing. There are no metal fittings for the
cake stand.

88

A Wedgwood Jasperware sugar shaker with plated mount £20-40

89

A Royal Doulton figure - Alice HN2158 5" £20-40

90

A 1960's Poole table lamp decorated with a band of stylised flowers 6" £20-40

90a

A 20th Century Dresden dish with gilt and floral decoration 8" £15-20
This dish has been stuck and riveted

91

A quantity of collectors thimbles on a 4 tier stand £25-35

92

An Edwardian Secessionist decorated oviform scent bottle with silver lid 2" £20-40

93

A Meissen onion pattern plate 7" and 3 other items £15-25

94

A collection of Wade Whimsies and minor china figures £15-25
Yogi Bear has a large chip to the base, dalmation puppy has a chipped paw, The large mouse has a chipped
ear, the brown pony has a stuck leg, The seal has a chipped base, the black and tan puppy has a chipped tail,
The glass rabbit has no feet, the crouching puppy has a broken tail and the plastic dog has had his hat glued
on.

95

A 1960's Poole vase decorated with wide band of flowers 6" £20-30

96

A Swarovski figure of a reclining deer 4", boxed £80-120

97

A Swarovski model of a galleon 4", on a mirrored base, boxed £80-120
This lot is in very good condition. Additional images added.

98

A Swarovski figure of a standing elephant 4 1/2", boxed £80-120
This lot is in very good condition. Additional images and image of box added.

99

A Swarovski figure of a reclining lion 5 1/4", boxed ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
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100

A gilt metal mounted lamp base with a porcelain figure a parrot seated on a rocky outcrop 14" £20-40

101

A Victorian ironstone octagonal blue and white meat plate £20-40

102

A pair of Studio Glass vases with scroll necks 4" and 3 other items £20-40

103

A pair of Victorian blue glass jugs 5" and minor decorative china £150-200

104

A collection of Victorian and later commemorative ware £20-30

105

A stoneware flagon H Marshall, Prince Albert, Heygate Street 14" £20-30
This flagon has a star crack to the base which runs up 3 of the sides and has a crack to either side of the neck.
There are some scratches and bruises to the body. The height is 14". Additional images added.

106

A stoneware water filter with metal tap 18" £20-40

107

A pair of 20th Century Chinese square barrel seats with panels of figures 19" £300-400

108

A 20th Century Celadon moulded baluster vase with waisted neck and moulded decoration converted to
electricity 9" £80-120

109

An early 20th Century blue and white charger decorated with a stylised tree 16" £20-40
There is a hairline crack to this plate

110

An early 20th Century Japanese tea set, the blue ground decorated with birds and flowers £15-25

111

An early 20th Century Satsuma cylindrical vase decorated with warriors 9 1/2" £20-40
There is a crack to this vase

112

An early 20th Century Satsuma part tea set comprising Saki pot, 6 cups, 3 saucers and a lidded sugar bowl
with character marks £25-45

113

An early 20th Century Japanese Satsuma baluster teapot with dragon spout and a procession of figures 7"
£25-45
The spout has been repaired

114

A provincial ginger jar 4", 3 other items £10-20

115

An octagonal blue ground Satsuma vase decorated with panels of figures 8", an oviform ditto 6" and 2 smaller
vases 2" and 1 3/4" £30-60

116

3 19th Century Chinese blue and white plates decorated with landscape views 7" and minor Oriental china
£20-40

117

An early 19th Century Chinese blue and white baluster vase and cover decorated with lapet panels of
landscapes and flowers 20" to top of vase ( photo centre pages ) £300-600
The lid is lacking its finial and is replaced with a wooden one, it is stuck riveted and chipped, the vase has
chips to the rims and the entire base is stuck approximately 1" from the bottom of the vase
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
151

A handsome Victorian pierced brass oil lamp in the form of a twin handled urn with chimney and etched glass
shade, raised on a circular foot, 32"h ( photo centre pages ) £150-250

152

An Egyptian copper and "silver" charger 28" diam. £90-120

153

A reproduction HMV horn gramophone £70-100

154

A cylindrical brass bird cage 15" £50-75

155

A Jamaican? carved wooden figure of a standing gentleman with cockerel 25"h £20-30

156

A Victorian circular repousse copper and wrought iron coal bin, the brass and turned ebony handle in the form
of a claw clenching a rod, the bucket raised on a wrought iron stand and with sunflower finials 29"h ( photo
centre pages ) £150-250

157

A stuffed and mounted deers mask £30-50

158

An early 20th Century medical student's plastic skeleton 45" in length £250-350
Both of the skeletons legs have become detached from the body. One of the legs is broken at the knee. Some
of the joints are held together with wire. The rest of the model appears to be in good condition. Additional
images added.

159

A Victorian circular repousse copper jardiniere, raised on a wrought iron base 34"h x 11 1/2" diam. £50-100

160

A large and impressive African carved hardwood mask decorated crocodiles 37"h x 23"w £30-50

161

Sofono, a 1950's circular pressed metal electric heater no. 895339 7" £30-50
There are some light patches of rust

162

A stuffed and mounted cockerel 17" £40-60
One claw is missing

163

A pair of Avery double sided class B scales in grey enamel £20-30
One of the glass panels is cracked

164

A 19th Century Japanese bronze and cloisonne enamelled figure of a standing Samurai Warrior, raised on a
rocky outcrop, mounted on a wooden base 20"h ( photo centre pages ) £150-250
The Samurai is missing a standard

165

A pair of Japanese style white metal twin light candelabrum decorated dragon 16"h £50-75

166

A Victorian brass oil lamp reservoir raised on a spiral turned column with vaseline glass shade and clear glass
chimney £70-90
There is a slight chip to the inside rim of the vaseline glass shade

167

An enamelled sign W. B. Allison High Street Arundel 7" x 14" £40-60
Some corrosion

168

A gilt metal 6 light electrolier £30-50
One of the electroliers is missing a string of lustre droplets from the central cluster at the bottom. They are
otherwise in good condition.

169

A gilt metal and glass bag shaped light shade £30-50
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170

An impressive pair of Victorian style 5 light electrolier with glass lozenges £200-300

171

A gilt metal 8 light electrolier hung lozenges £30-50

172

A circular gilt metal bag shaped light shade hung lozenges £30-50

173

A stuffed figure of a climbing fox 33" £100-150

174

An Alba radio contained in a walnut finished case £20-30

175

A Victorian green glass gilt metal mounted oil lamp base, fitted a brass emerging candle 24"h ( photo centre
pages ) £75-125

176

A Miner's iron double headed pick 15" £20-30

177

A bamboo parasol (finial f and r) and a bamboo and paper parasol £10-20

178

A 19th Century violin with 2 piece back 14" together with 3 bows contained in a rosewood case by W E Hill &
Sons £80-120
This violin is in good condition. There is no label or markings on the inside and only the case has a makers
name. Additional images available.

179

An Art Nouveau oval plate mirror contained in an embossed copper frame 24" x 34" £100-150

180

G Bennett, Salterton, an Art Nouveau copper and brass kettle of waisted form £30-50

181

Burmese, a brass gong, raised on a pierced stand £30-50

182

A Neptune copper and brass stern lantern, marked Stern, 10" £20-30
Glass is cracked

183

A pair of Art Deco spelter and marble bookends in the form of squirrels with nuts 6 1/2" £30-50
There is a chip to one of the bases

184

A 19th Century stained pine ballot box of triangular form with iron handle, fitted a Yes and No drawer, 9 1/2"h x
8"w x 8"d ( photo centre pages ) £60-90
A small section of timber has been let in to the right hand edge

185

A Wafax circular copper foot warmer 8 1/2" and 2 others £30-50

186

2 pairs of deers antlers mounted on shaped oak shields, the reverse containing jaw bones, marked 7752 and
59 £20-40

187

An Artforum bronzed figure group of a reclining mother bear and baby bear 8" £20-30

188

A pair of Barr & Stroud 7 x OF41 military issue binoculars complete with leather case £20-40

189

A Victorian diamond shaped bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a pierced gilt metal frame 18"h x 17"w
£40-60

190

After Limouisn, a pair of Art Deco spelter and marble figures of standing naked ladies holding baskets, raised
on marble bases 14" £50-75

191

Benham, a 19th Century copper jelly mould with sceptre mark, marked 468 6" ( photo centre pages ) £40-60

192

A pair of 19th Century brass twin light candelabrum 16 1/2" £30-50
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193

An Art Deco spelter, chrome and glass table lamp in the form of a standing lady with outstretched arms, raised
on a circular chromium plated base with green glass shade 10" £50-75

194

Kenrick, a square 19th Century iron coffee grinder fitted a drawer £30-50

195

An enamelled red mesh metal Bingo ball selector £50-75

196

A German Regal concertina with 21 buttons complete with original box £20-30

197

A pair of Victorian brass fire dogs of bulbous form raised on panel supports 8" £20-30

198

A Record improved combination rebate plane no.050 together with 7 Plough & Dado cutters, a tonguing
quarter and 7 beading cutters £20-40

199

3 Military issue water bottles, 3 pairs of gaiters, 2 webbing belts, etc £20-40
There is no date on the inside of the helmet. Additional images added.

200

A WWI Continental Trench Art brass shell case dated 1918 decorated portrait of a lady, marked Mr Dear
Mother £30-50

201

A 19th Century circular copper jelly mould marked 183 4 1/2" £30-50

202

A Dresser style circular brass kettle with associated lid £20-30

203

A 19th Century spelter figure group of standing drummer boy and horn blower, raised on a shaped base (f) 13"
£20-30

204

3 rectangular copper bread tins marked Farmhouse £20-40

205

A pair of 19th Century pierced brass twin light wall mounting candle sconces 15" £20-30
One wall light has a break to branch

206

3 19th Century candle powered cart side lamps £10-20

207

A "very ancient sickle" found 2 feet below the surface of a bog together with part of a Roman bronze sword
found in 1844, mounted on a display board £40-60

208

A copper 1 gallon beer funnel, found at Carfax Fountain & Cock Brewery site later Henry Mitchell and King &
Barnes £30-50

209

A 19th Century copper twin handled tea urn with brass spigot raised on 4 bun feet ( photo centre pages )
£40-60
Slight dent to lid

210

A copper tea gong supported by stuffed and mounted deers feet and with beater £30-50

211

A pair of 19th Century brass candlesticks with knopped stems 10" £20-30

212

2 19th Century dark room candle lanterns together with an oil dark room lantern £20-30

213

A 1930's rectangular mahogany cigarette dispenser 3"h x 3 1/2"w x 3"d together with 2 carved portrait busts of
natives £10-20

214

S Strempler, a patinated bronze figure of a crouching girl, raised on an oval marble base, 13"h £70-100
The marble base is cracked

215

A pair of Art Deco spelter and marble bookends decorated pheasants £30-50
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216

A pair of fire tongs formed from 2 chassepot bayonets, dated 1883 £20-30

217

An Art Deco spelter and marble table lamp in the form of a kneeling lady with faun, raised on a rectangular
marble base and with glass globular shade 18" £30-50
Some chips to the base

218

A Mettoy Perfect typewriter no.4320 with original cardboard case £20-30

219

A Dalli patent box iron £20-30

220

A Yamaha chromium plated flute no.211SII, cased £30-50

221

A wireless set no.19 mark 3 Ka.10479 £20-30

222

An Indian style circular engraved metal bowl decorated hunting and palace scenes 15" £100-150
This bowl weighs 2274gms

223

A circular brass foot warmer 8 1/2" £20-30

224

A pair of 19th Century Japanese carved and pierced hardwood figures of mounted deities on stags, with
hardstone eyes, 15" £40-60
One eye is missing, there is a slight chip to one of the bases and the deer's head has a crack running through
it

225

A pair of Chinese style gilt metal fire dogs in the form of walking dogs of fo, 11" £30-50

226

A cylindrical metal 2 quart ice cream maker and cover 11" £20-30

227

An Eastern bronze figure of a seated deity 18" £20-30
This figure is in good condition. Additional images added.

228

An iron ships plaque for Delight 12" £30-50
This ships plaque is not iron, it is an alloy.

229

A Victorian brass and iron oven thermometer 3" and a number 4 flat iron and stand £15-25

230

A fireman's axe complete with leather belt marked HFB (Horsham Fire Brigade) and spanner £20-30

231

A 19th Century reeded brass coal shovel together with a ditto poker (f) £50-75

232

An 8 stringed mandolin, labelled Fabryka Insumentow Lutniczych Lubin Legnicki 1954 £20-40

233

A paper crate containing 3 miniature bottles of Guinness together with 2 miniature bottles of Guinness £15-25

234

A Miner's carbide safety lamp £10-20

235

An 18th Century bell metal mortar and pestle 4" £20-30

236

A 19th Century brass finial in the form of a standing owl, raised on a circular base £40-60

237

A Chinese oval engraved metal Inro decorated a standing lady, the reverse with figures 6" £30-50
The interior is oxidised. Additional image added.

238

A gilt ormolu photograph frame decorated swags 6 1/2" x 4" together with a circular silver and yellow
enamelled dressing table jar lid £50-75
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239

2 19th Century bronze vesta cases in the form of a standing soldier and bandit 3" £50-75

240

A pair of nut crackers in the form of a standing Labrador 4" £30-50

241

An 18th Century bell metal mortar and pestle 4" £20-40

242

A 19th Century iron animal nose clamp together with an iron tether? £40-50

243

A pair of 19th Century opera glasses with leather case and a pair of steel framed sun glasses £10-20

244

A brass and oak cribbage board contained in a mahogany case with hinged lid, a wooden cribbage board, a
bone domino set - 6 spot and a 9 spot domino set £10-20

245

A Victorian cylindrical copper ice cream or jelly mould 2 1/2", a copper boat shaped mould 6" (hole to side),
ditto dome shaped mould 4" (dent and hole to side) together with a Victorian turned wooden needle case 4
1/2" £30-50

246

A Hamilton & Co. circular brass safe plate 4 1/2" £20-40

247

A Spear & Jackson tenon saw, W Marples & Sons a mahogany and brass spirit level 12" and 2 other spirit
levels and a plumbers turned lignum vitae reamer 7 1/2" £20-40

248

Ross of London, a pair of prism binoculars no.17018 and a pair of opera glasses by Pallant of 51 The Strand
London, with leather case £30-50

249

A Fulham Football Club football signed by numerous members of the team £20-30

250

Fishing, 1 volume Bernard Venables "A Guide to Angling Waters", "Walcocks Angling Guide", "Walcocks
Water Terror", a Horton Evans "Vivor", 3 lures, a mahogany centre pin fishing reel 3", a French L'Elite centre
pin fishing reel 2" £30-50

251

A Polish leather military belt with embossed buckle with eagle marked einigkeit recht freiheit , a Soviet Russian
webbing belt with aluminium buckle and 2 Sam Brown shoulder belts £30-50

252

An 8mm film of the Indianapolis race 1966 and 1 other Independent Television News Ltd reel £40-60

253

An I Sorby mahogany and brass spirit level 6", a J Rabone & Sons spirit level 8" and a collection of various
carpenters tools £15-20

254

J Barlow patent 19th Century copper and brass powder flask 5", an 18th Century circular pewter plate with
London touch mark, marked HP 9" and a McVitie & Price biscuit tin £20-30
The powder flask has a small dent to the side. It is marked "J Barlow". Additional images added.

255

A 19th Century Japanese shagreen and gilt mounted inro spectacle case containing a pair of spectacles 7"
£80-120

256

A pair of Victorian childs leather and cloth shoes, the base marked Kate's first boot 1864 5" together with a
daguerreotype head and shoulders portrait of a lady 1 1/2" £80-120

257

A 20th Century bronze figure group of mountain goats, raised on an oval naturalistic base 10" £30-50

258

A 19th Century Wakizashi sword with 33" blade, the tang with 6 character signature and 2 holes, having a
shagreen grip, gilt mounts and complete with lacquered scabbard ( photo centre pages ) £500-700
There is a slight split to the shagreen grip and light damage to the scabbard

259

William Hutton & Sons, a George V Infantry officer's sword with etched blade and leather scabbard £100-150
There is slight rust to the base of the blade
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260

A 20th Century Wakizashi sword with 34" blade, the tang with circular anchor mark and 1 hole, contained in a
lacquered scabbard ( photo centre pages ) £300-600
There is a fairly large ding about 4" from the tip of the blade and some minor ones further down. There is a
chip top the scabbard at the base just above the metal fitting. Additional images available

261

A Victorian pewter baluster shaped gill measure, a similar 1/2 pint measure, 4 other pewter measures and a
waisted half pint tankard with glass base £30-50

262

A 19th Century brass service bell with iron spring, brass doorstop in the form of a dog 6", a circular brass
cauldron decorated walking lion and marked 1521 4 1/2", a Continental square brass cow bell and a
reproduction brass gimbaled chamber stick £20-30

263

A waisted copper jug 6 1/2", a Jersey copper milk canister 7", 3 circular copper funnels 5", 3 1/2" and 3 1/2"
£30-50

264

A pressed metal British Railways Eastern Welch patent lantern, a Lucas bicycle lantern, 2 flat irons, 2 brass
expanding toasting forks, a shaped silver plated dish 3" and a planished brass dish 5" £30-50

265

A George V Royal Artillery officer's sword, the 32 1/2" blade etched royal cipher, contained in an associated
scabbard £60-80
The knuckle guard has been gold painted and the brass proof slug has been overpainted. The sword is
otherwise in good condition. Additional images available.

266

A sword with 28" blade, brass grip and knuckle guard £30-50
The blade and grip have been lacquered

267

A 1907 Wilkinson patent bayonet together with a double edged spear with 6" head £40-60

268

A circular chrome hip flask with leather case 5", a National Rifle Association medal, an England Boxing
Association blazer badge? and 2 other cloth badges £30-50

269

A rectangular sandalwood and inlaid ivory trinket box with hinged lid, raised on 4 paw supports 2"h x 3 1/2"w x
4 1/2"d (4" split to the top of the box), an embossed Persian brass box with hinged lid 1"h x 4"w x 3"d, an
Indian octagonal brass box and a waisted brass vase 5" £20-30

270

The London Stereoscopic Company, 2 prints of a J Class yacht? 3" contained in oak frames £30-50

271

The Society Sealing set no.2, a 5 section seal case containing 5 seals (1f), a Gesetzl Geschutzt pencil
sharpener and 3 propelling pencils £30-50

272

A square bronze sun dial decorated Royal Arms, marked 1710 Nox Veniti 8" x 8" £80-120

273

Of cricketing interest, a Gradidge Len Hutton Autograph willow cricket bat, bearing numerous signatures of the
Australian touring team 1953, 17" £30-50

274

A curious Australian carved teak and flint mounted spear thrower, carved a platypus 22"h x 5 1/2"w £30-50

275

3 cigar holders (2f), a cheroot holder in the form of a standing lady (f) and 3 pipes contained in a wooden box
with hinged lid £20-30

276

An oval wooden and brass pill box 2", 12 various gilt metal pill boxes and 2 oval porcelain pill boxes £20-30
One of the gilt metal boxes has a faulty lid

277

A Victorian Worcester Constabulary desk ledger 1886-1900 £20-30

278

Caroline G Bott, a signed first edition "The Life and Works of Alfred Bestall, illustrator of Rupert Bear"
published by Bloomsbury, signed and dated 2003, complete with dust jacket £20-40
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279

1 volume "Janes Fighting Ships" 1941 and 1 volume "100 Best Pictures" £20-40

280

Of Falklands War interest, "Falkland News Magazine 26th January 1983" with Stanley minefield record map as
at 10th of January 1983 £10-20

281

An edition of the Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser Sunday January 3rd 1879 and 1 edition of The Sun
June 28th 1837 (Victoria's Coronation) ditto The Globe £10-20

282

An edition of The Public Ledger no.531 Tuesday September 22nd 1761 (George III Coronation) £20-30

283

Joseph Haydn "A Dictionary of Dates 1857", V E Hughes "Sport in a Nutshell", John Richard Green "A Short
History of English People 1884", Hamilton's Celebrated Dictionary and 2 other books £10-20

284

A ceremonial programme to commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the End of the Second World War 5th May
1995 Westminster Hall, together with 2 tickets and 4 postcards £10-20

285

An album of various black and white photographs of steam locomotives £30-50

286

A collection of London and Portsmouth Railway Branches to Shoreham, Fareham and Reigate publications
and a collection of ledgers etc £30-50

287

Of Naval interest, a collection of various black and white photographs and postcards of sailors £30-50

288

A small collection of football postcards £20-30
Additional postcard images added.

289

A large collection of various 1930's postcards including Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Bristol, Chester,
Essex and Manchester, South London, East Sussex, West Sussex, Warwickshire £80-120

290

A folder containing various letters, a souvenir programme for the State Opening of Parliament February 1921,
an in memoriam card for Prince Louis Napoleon 1879, a programme for the 150th Anniversary of the French
Revolution, 1 other album containing various certificates, Cambridge University local exam for 1881 and other
ephemera etc £30-50

291

4 albums of Players cigarette cards - sea fishing, birds and their young, kings and queens of England and film
stars and a Wills album of wild flowers and 1 other album £20-40

292

3 albums of various postcards, comic cards etc £20-30

293

An album of 1930's and later black and white postcards, steam ships, Continental travel and 2 albums of
modern coloured postcards £30-50

294

A Stanley Gibbons Special stamp album containing GB stamps 1924-1974 £40-60

295

A green stock book of various German used stamps and 3 other stock books of World used stamps £20-30

296

A red stock of used World stamps together with a small red album of world stamps and a small stock book of
stamps £15-25

297

A collection of various, mainly American, franked and stamped envelopes, including envelopes to Jane Russell
and Burt Lancaster £20-30

298

A green stock book of Portuguese mint stamps together with a stock book of various Danish mint stamps
£20-30

299

Great Britain 1993 Post Office year book number 10 with mint stamps and a ditto 2001 number 18 with stamps
£30-40

300

GB, 76 x plated 1879 1/d on paper and 25 unplated, together with 14 x 1841 1d reds, 5 x 2d blues and 28 x 1d
stars £70-100
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301

16 GB first day covers, all with first day issues and 1990's post marks £40-50

302

A collection of GB 1990's first class mint air mail Christmas letters and 8 others £20-30

303

A collection of GB P.HQ cards various values approximately Â£35 including 9 sets of 1988 Linnean Society
and a set of 10 1994 Greetings and 2008 Birds of Prey £40-60

304

A collection of postcards and loose stamps £15-20

305

A collection of various 1977 20th Century Fox Film Group Star Wars cards £20-30

306

A London County Council, a 1935 Silver Jubilee message from the King and Queen and an official programme
for the Opening of the Runnymede Memorial 1953 and other Royal ephemera £20-30

307

Of theatrical interest, The London Palladium a programme from the 1954 Royal Command Performance,
signed by Bob Hope and Joan Turner, a Variety Club of Great Britain Royal Gala Performance at Billy Smarts
programme, 2 Folies Bergere programmes, a signed Carol Carr black and white photograph £30-50

308

9 WWII propaganda drop hand bills - "Krigens Gang", a Certificate of Employment in Essentials in War pass, a
National Registration identity card, a National Health Insurance record card, 2 clothing ration books etc £30-50

309

A collection of various postcards £20-30

310

A collection of 1940's and 1950's Lawn Tennis programmes together with various Covent Garden and theatre
programmes £20-30
Images of tennis programmes added.

311

A good collection of 1960's and 1970's car maintenance and motoring magazines including "Popular Car" 1966
and 1978, "Car Maintenance Mechanics" 1959-1978, "Hot Car", "Car and Car Conversions", "Practical
Motorist" 1959-1978 and other magazines relating to motoring £40-60

312

3 editions of Romeo comic numbers 27, 83 and 104, numerous editions of The Victor comic including numbers
3,8,20,25 and onward, various editions of Zip comic numbers £30-50
There are approximately 106 Victor comics within this lot, dating from 1961-1964, and there are approximately
80 Zip comics.

313

Motor Sport Magazine number 6, 26 Quest Magazine, a Wipac fog light brochure and various 1960's and 70's
editions of Practical Motorist and Motor £20-30

314

A National Union & General Municipal Workers 1889-1949 60 years magazine, Royal Air Force Review
September 1952, 4 1949 editions of John Bull magazine various newspapers from the 1960's together with
editions of the Swift Comic volumes 6,7,8 and 9 £20-30
There are approximately 140 Swift comics within this lot.

315

A 1961 RAC London to Brighton Veteran car run programme, a 1970 Pirelli SRHR catalogue, a Smiths
instrument catalogue, various editions of Practical Wireless, A T Collins Simple Radio Circuits and HiFi and
Audio £20-30

316

Flowers, A Chemical Engineering Pocket Book 1915 and a 1954 edition of The Highway Code, various
pamphlets relating to engineering, 15 beer mats "The Story of Beer" and a 1951 edition of The AA Members
Handbook, together with various ephemera £20-30

317

A collection of various books and maps relating to London Buses £30-50

318

A yellow plastic crate containing various valves, a head and breast set, various ham radio equipment £20-30
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319

An A.P.A Tuning Hactp.yc.m.kb radio £20-30

320

A Triang Spot On model car no.260 Rolls Royce, boxed, complete with 4 figures, missing Royal Standard (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

321

A Corgi 292 Starsky and Hutch Ford Torino car with figures, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

322

A Corgi 269 James Bond Lotus Esprit, boxed £30-50

323

A Corgi 2033 animal vehicle boxed £20-30

324

11 Matchbox toy cars, all boxed no.7 VW Golf, no.65 Saab Sonett 3, no.69 Rola-Matics, no.32 Maserati Bora,
no.35 Rola-Matics, no. 13 Superfast, no.62 Renault 17 TL, no.39 Rola-Matics, no.72 Hovercraft, no.63
Threeway gas tanker, no.53 CJ-6 Jeep together with a box for a no.46 Ambulance and various other Matchbox
cars £30-50
No 46 the stretcha fetcha ambulance box is empty. All other boxes are complete and all cars are in good
condition and not p[lay worn. Additional images added.

325

A Corgi Popeye pedalo wagon, (missing Olive Oil) together with a Corgi British Airways Concorde 650 - boxed,
(box f) £20-30

326

A Hornby Meccano clockwork locomotive, complete with key £30-50

327

A Matchbox Series Mercedes Benz Coupe no.53, boxed, a Sankey 50 ton tanker transport, a Centurion tank
Mk 3, a no.5 Wolsey 6-8 eighty police car, a Morris J2 pickup and a Lesney double decker bus together with a
Tri-ang Hornby R.739 break down crane set - 75 tons £30-50

328

A Triang OO gauge R257 double ended electric locomotive twin operation pantographs together with various
pantograph masts etc, boxed, together with 1 other R351 £40-60
All items in this lot are in good condition. Additional images added.

329

A Triang OO gauge R.156 Southern Railways S.R. Suburban motor coach, boxed, a Triang Southern Railways
locomotive and tender 1755, a Triang locomotive and tender Princess Elizabeth, a British Railways tank
engine, dock authority diesel shunter £40-60

330

A Mamod stationary steam engine 5" £30-50

331

A metal figure of a standing horse, ditto swan, 2 black pigs and a turkey (foot f) £10-20

332

Approximately 100 cast lead figures of soldiers £30-50

333

A collection of various lead soldiers £30-50

334

A 19th Century childs German EP magic lantern complete with burner, lens and glass chimney and 22 various
slides (3 slides f) £60-90

335

An Underwood & Underwood stereoscopic viewer together with an Underwood & Underwood card - The Mortal
Body of His Holiness The Late Supreme Pontiff Leo XIII together with 49 Underwood & Underwood
stereoscopic cards and other cards £40-60

335a

A collection of various Triang rolling stock £20-30
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335b

A Matchbox A1 forecourt and pump set boxed, 11 various Matchbox vehicles comprising no.7, no.21 delivery
truck, no.22 Vauxhall Cresta, no.27 Cadillac new model, no. 42 evening news van, no.47 a Brooke Bond Tea
delivery van, no. 48a Metro Sports boat, no.62 TV service van, no.69 Nestle's van, no.56 DS19 Citroen, no.74
mobile canteen £50-80
Additional images of individual cars added.

335c

14 various Matchbox vehicles £30-50

335d

A quantity of various red and green Meccano girders, parts etc £30-50

335e

New Footy table soccer game together with a Chinese Training model plane boxed and a Tor rocket box
£30-50

335f

A quantity of various metal model road signs, various models of trees, lamp posts, street furniture, animals etc
£30-50
The larger trees in this lot have some damage to the branches. Additional images added.

335g

An attache case containing a case of plastic railway buildings, various plastic trees, fencing and other railway
layout equipment £30-50

335h

A Triang operating mail coach set R23 and a turn table £30-50

335j

A Hornby high speed 6R85 train set boxed, together with an R4 10 operating turntable £30-50

336

A Hornby R691 225 Intercity train set, a Hornby R921 power controller etc £30-50

337

3 Corgi original omnibus models and a collection of various model cars £30-50

338

An Ace golf game complete with dice £30-50

339

A 1958 Wagon Train game boxed, together with a Bell Dixon of Dock Green board game, boxed £20-40

340

A quantity of various model railway track, plastic platform, level crossing gates, 2 tunnels, etc £20-40

341

A P5 power unit, a No.1 power unit, a Triang controller x 2 etc £20-40

342

A collection of various Models of Yesteryear £30-50

343

A Wren Formula 152 plastic racing circuit together with brochure £25-35

344

A New Footy table soccer game boxed, The Little Pal building block set, various card games, pair of Lone
Ranger metal spurs, a Z Cars driving licence, 2 cap guns, etc £30-50

345

A set of building blocks, metal puzzle set, Ludo game, David Berglas conjuring trick set, boxed and other
various board games £30-50

346

A Good Companion jigsaw puzzle - Motor Racing, ditto Gypsy Camp at Sundown, a Two Little Pigs board
game £20-30

347

A Marx battery operated electric car, boxed £20-30

348

A Victory Jungle jigsaw puzzle £20-30

349

2 Bayko building sets no.1 with red roofs and complete with 2 catalogues, a X 2 set with red roof £30-40
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350

A CV model of a Vospers RAF Crash tender boxed £20-30

351

9 Corgi Classic models together with 3 other Corgi models £30-50

352

A Mamod steam car £50-80
The seat is loose

353

2 Corgi models of omnibuses, a Matchbox model of Yesteryear, a RA10 1930's double decker bus, 12 various
models £30-50

354

A tool makers chest containing various red and green Meccano £40-60

355

A 1940's yellow teddybear with articulated limbs 29", with bandaged arm £40-60

356

A glass oil lamp reservoir raised on embossed metal base with opaque shade and clear glass chimney 21"
£40-60

357

For decorative purposes only, a pair of 19th/20th Century 7 tread elm platform steps £50-75

358

A polished copper helmet shaped coal scuttle 12" £30-50

359

A rectangular embossed pierced brass fire screen 25" x 20" £20-30

360

An alabaster and gilt mounted table lamp 18" £30-50

361

A 19th Century copper tea urn, raised on panelled support 16"h £40-60
There are some dents to the lid and just above the spicket

362

A 19th Century circular copper kettle with acorn finial 11" £20-30

363

A pair of Victorian cast iron fire dogs with rose decoration and brass finials 9" £20-30

364

A pair of elm bellows with steel nozzle £20-30

365

A brass helmet shaped coal scuttle £20-30

366

A large Grants Scotch whisky advertising bottle 133 1/2 fluid ounces £15-20

367

A 19th Century 3 piece polished steel and brass fireside companion set comprising poker, shovel, pair of tongs
£60-80

368

A Persian planished copper jug 20" £30-50

369

A brown leather Gladstone bag 8"h x 17 1/2"w x 10"d £30-50

370

A Victorian clear glass oil lamp reservoir raised on a pierced square tapered iron stand, a ditto blue glass,
complete with chimneys together with a glass oil chamber stick and a metal oil chamber stick £40-60

371

An African carved hardstone portrait bust 12" x 8" £40-60

372

A C Harris of Leicester, a Victorian patented rubbish picker up £40-60

373

A brown leather suitcase 6 1/2"h x 19 1/2" x 14"d together with a wicker hamper with cloth banding 15"h x
19"w x 11 1/2"d £20-30
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374

A carved African hardwood portrait bust of a gentleman 10" £40-60

375

A Regency oval twin handled copper tea urn 22" (spicket filled) together with a later circular copper and brass
twin handled tea urn 10" £40-60

376

A Benares brass tray with scallop edge, raised on a pierced ebonised folding stand, 22"h x 26 1/2" diam.
£40-60

377

A pair of brass pan scales raised on a brass spiral column with marble stepped base complete with weights
£30-50

378

Golf, 3 hickory shafted putters - a Giraffe putter marked F.B. Drake Harrow GC, 1 marked Cleek H.G. Jolly
Beckenham Fox Grove G.C. warranted hand forged and 1 stamped Holborn Ltd £30-50

379

A Artemis Mk 2 brass saxophone, cased £100-150
The name on this saxophone is "A Artemis" as per catalogue.

380

Cricket, Nicolls, a model of a 1770 cricket bat 12", Nicolls a miniature cricket bat with the facsimile signatures
of the 1960 England First Test together with 1 other South Africa 1960 £40-60

381

A Hants Constabulary Metropolitan patent police whistle together with a Metropolitan patent whistle and chain
£20-30

382

A Victorian Tunbridge ware box decorated a figure of a seated dog 1"h x 2 1/2"w x 1"d, a Turkish? hardwood
box with hinged lid inlaid a crescent moon 1" x 2" x 1", a square gilt metal box the lid inlaid £40-60
The Tunbridge ware box is missing some of the varnish off the top but is otherwise in good condition.
Additional images added.

383

H W Kerr of Milford Haven a miniature brass starboard bowl light patent no. 2202 4 1/2" converted to
electricity, together with a compass with 1 1/2" dial £20-30

384

A Baird & Tatlock airmeter no.2039 with 2" dial and 5 further subsidiary dials £50-75

385

H W Kerr, a gimbaled compass no.B4/2532/46 5" £20-30

386

A brass inkwell raised on an oval base and 4 bun feet, base marked W T & S 8" together with an embossed
brass blotter 3 1/2" and 2 Sheaffer fountain pens with 14ct gold nibs £50-75

387

An impressive 19th Century German engraved pewter stein with crown thumb piece decorated the scene of St
George slaying a dragon outside a city and with coat of arms marked S F 1653, engraved Georgivs XPI Miles
Dranonem Imerficit Et Regis Filiam Liberat 14" £60-90
The top is slightly mis-shapen and there are slight scratches

388

H Adams & Sons of Dartmouth, a gimbled ships compass 6 1/2" £30-50

389

H Hughes & Sons, a sextant class A no. 50742, cased and with certificate dated 1946 together with a
minocular, together with Oswald M Watts 1 volume "The Sextant Simplified" £50-75

390

A circular brass ships binnacle 9" £40-60
Pin to door is missing

391

A Victorian stick incorporating a bow saw £30-50

392

An 1884 patent 1892 Winchester rifle with walnut stock and de-activation certificate ( photo centre pages )
£200-400
This rifle is in good condition. The action works correctly.The serial number is 198063. Additional images
available.
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393

A Staunton ebonised and turned light wood chess set, together with a black and brown Bakelite drafts set
£30-50
There are slight chips to the ebonising on the kings cross, foot of base of the rook, the castle and 2 pawns

394

Guinness, 2 double packs of Waddingtons Guinness playing cards, marked Guinness is Good for You, 1 pack
still wrapped, together with a Carltonware James Blackmore pottery mug £20-30

395

A Victorian Friendly Society rectangular oak collecting box, possibly Buffalos, the lid with 3 slits marked
Propaganda Benevolent Order of Merit No.1 Carfax Lodge Horsham 7" x 12" £50-75
1 steel lock is missing

396

A Hornby clockwork train brochure, instructions for No.1 Meccano outfit, instructions for No.2 outfit 49.2 ad
56.2, ditto no.6 and ditto no. A3 etc £30-50

397

A Briar driving whip with silver plated terminal £40-60

398

A collection of black and white and coloured postcards £20-30

399

A Stanley Gibbons GB stamp album, a W H Smiths stock book of used stamps x 2 and a blue stock book of
various used stamps together with a collection of first day covers £20-30

400

A swordfish bill 16" £50-75

401

W Lowen, a stuffed and mounted Goosander Juvenile, contained in a naturalistic case 20"h x 20"w x 9"d
£80-120

402

A stuffed and mounted common gull and an oyster catcher contained in a naturalistic case 19"h x 24"w x 9"d
£80-120
There is a 1" split to the glass

402a

2 Victorian stuffed and mounted cuckoos in naturalistic surroundings 20"h x 16"w x 8 1/2"d £100-150

403

A pair of Victorian stuffed and mounted Kingfishers together with 11 other birds, contained in a naturalistic
case 23"h x 21"w x 10" £100-150

404

A Victorian stuffed and mounted heron together with a snipe contained in a naturalist case with grasses 37"h x
24"w x 11 1/2"d £100-150
The heron has some wear to the feathers on his back and his head but otherwise both birds appear to be in
relatively good condition. Additional images added.

405

A Victorian large and impressive display of 13 various stuffed and mounted birds including a sparrowhawk,
snipe, reed bunting and others, contained in a naturalistic case 34"h x 29"w x 11"d ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

405a

A Victorian stuffed and mounted curlew, contained in a naturalistic case 17 1/2"h x 23"w x 8"d £80-120

406

A Victorian arrangement of 4 stuffed ducks contained in naturalistic surroundings 23"h x 41 1/2" x 12"d (no
glass to case) £80-120

407

A Praktica LBT camera, a Soligor 1:4.5 F=200mm lens no.280816, an Meyer-Optik Gorrlitz Domiplan 2.8/50
lens, an Soligor wide 1:3.5 F=35mm no.34699 lens, a Vivitar 24mm 1:2.8 auto wide - angle lens, no. 37610472
58mm lens, Pentax Auto x 2 converter, a Pentax Auto x 3 converter and other equipment contained in a
gadget box £75-125
The foam is corroded in the box
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408

A Minolta SRT100 camera with Minolta lens marked MC Rokkor-PF 1:1.9 F=35mm, a Kodak-6 Brownie B
camera, a Polaroid Super Colour 670 AF camera, Kodak Sterling II camera, a Tamron 1:3.8 80 - 210 mm lens
£30-50

409

A Canadian Kodak gun sighting telescope 7x50 patent G376 £50-75

410

A serpentine table lamp in the form of a light house 11" 1 other 7" and 1 other 4" £30-50

411

A Hohner Carmen 2 accordion with 24 buttons, contained in a blue marble effect case £30-50
There is some damage to the case

412

A 3 stringed Balalaika 27" £40-60

413

A J. de Telomont, a bottle of 2000 Millenium grand reserve champagne together with a bottle of Bricout
champagne £20-40

414

A collection of approx. 140 1940's, 50's, 60's and later football programmes, a 2012 FA Cup final programme,
do. 2005 and a signed Crawley Town programme £30-50
There are 24 programmes from the 40s and 50s within this lot. Additional images added.

415

A pair of 19th/20th Century Northern European fabric costume dolls 13" £40-60
There is some damage to the clothing

416

B James & Sons, a Kennet perfection 3 section split cane fly rod, marked R James London, contained in
original fabric sleeve £50-100

418

John Wood, a stuffed and mounted foxes mask raised on an oak shield marked Dulverton fox hounds, found
on Cuckoo Moore killed at Woodburn Cross 3/3/1954 £50-75

419

A croquet set comprising 3 wooden mallets, peg, 4 turned wooden balls, 6 metal hoops together with 2 childs
croquet mallets, stick and 3 ball, contained in a wooden box £50-80

420

Dickens & Jones, a lady's mink stole together with a lady's full length mink coat £50-75

420a

12 Art Deco brass door handles together with 2 embossed brass pull signs, a ditto plastic and a door hook
£25-35

420b

Louis Vuitton Paris, a 1988 limited edition black silk scarf decorated a clock dial and marked Montre Louis
Vuitton I Par Gae Aulenti 54" x 53", labelled silk made in Italy £50-80
There is some very light wear to some edges of this scarf but is otherwise in very good condition having no
holes, tears, stains or fraying.

420c

Masonic, a quantity of various ritual books £40-60

420d

A heavily embossed circular Indian brass tray, raised on a carved hardwood folding stand 21" diam. £30-50

420e

A bamboo cane with embossed gilt metal band and horn handle £30-50
Additional images added.

420f

A plastic bar ornament figure of a standing Mickey Mouse 9", a Disney plastic Mickey Mouse money box 6", a
Mickey Mouse Donald Duck plate mirror 9" x 11", a glass beaker decorated Minnie Mouse and a plastic beaker
decorated Disney figures £30-50

420g

A 1930's printed fabric Coronation/Jubilee banner marked God Save The King and Tudor crown 25"h x 109"
£30-50
There is a 1" tear to the top

420h

2 rustic sticks £20-30
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420j

A 19th Century gilt spelter figure of 2 seated classical ladies 9" £30-50

420k

A 200 piece Great Western Railway jigsaw puzzle, complete, a Victory jigsaw puzzle, 1 other puzzle £20-30

420l

A collection of various 1930's furniture sale catalogues - Wakehurst Place Ardingly, Forest House Crawley,
Wallhurst Manor Cowfold, Thakeham Rectory and other local establishments, £10-20

420m

A pair of Art Deco oak book ends and a carved wooden figure of a horse £30-50

421

A lady's black velvet half length cape £30-50

422

Frank Usher, a lady's black and silver sequinned top, size large £20-30

423

An Elizabeth II issue Metropolitan Police Constable's tunic by Dewhirst £10-20

424

A lady's half length brown mink coat £50-75
Please note the hat does not go with this lot, it belongs to lot 425

425

A lady's Gimont blue double breasted jacket with astrakhan collar, a lady's white fur coat and a lady's brown fur
coat together with a Tykafurlux fur hat £100-150
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
426

M D Ansell, a pair of 19th Century impressionist oil paintings on boards, highland lake scenes with watering
cattle, signed to bottom right hand corner 10" x 15" £75-100

427

A Victorian oil painting on canvas, still life study of a nest of eggs amongst flowers, unsigned 18" x 13 1/2"
£300-500

428

A Victorian watercolour, study of a bay with boats and figures 8" x 11" £40-60
This lot is not signed though there is some writing on the reverse. Additional images added.

429

Elizabeth B Younger, modernist oil painting on board study of building with arch and walking figure 11" x 9 1/2"
£40-60

430

A 19th Century Continental watercolour drawing, study of a church with tower and priest in precession 11" x 9
1/2" contained in a decorative gilt frame £100-150

431

Charles Comber, a pair of 20th Century Dutch School oil paintings on board, winter lake scenes with windmills,
cottage and figures 7" x 11", both signed to bottom right hand corner £50-75

432

A 19th Century Continental oil painting on board, study of a classical standing couple by a cliff edge, 16 1/2" x
6" £80-120

433

After Moorland, an 18th/19th Century coloured print "The Fishing Party" with blind proof stamp and signed in
the margin Sidney E Wilson, 18" x 22" £40-60
There is some slight foxing to this picture

434

Harvey C Mitchell 1915, a monochrome sketch, an atmospheric moonlit study of a seated hare in a forest,
signed and dated 8" x 17" £50-75

435

H J Bateman, 19th Century watercolour drawing, study of Clovelly? in Cornwall 18" x 12" £50-100

436

An Edwardian print, an amusing study of a sleeping dog, unsigned 8" x 8" £50-75

437

G V Sherrif, watercolour drawing, study of an old mill North Wales, bears faded label to the reverse 17 1/2" x
26 1/2" £100-150

438

Watercolour drawing, study of a country church with track 15" x 21", some foxing £50-75

439

H J Bateman, watercolour drawings, study of a village with church, buildings and figure in distance ,signed,12"
x 19" £50-80

440

A 19th Century oil painting on canvas, study of a mountain lake with folly,unsigned, contained in a decorative
gilt frame 7" x 9 1/2" £40-60

441

A 19th Century English impressionist school oil painting on canvas, study of bay with fishing boats,
monogrammed MC to bottom right hand corner 8" x 9 1/2" £40-60

442

Russian School?, oil painting on canvas, study of a building by a mountain lake, indistinctly signed to middle
bottom, 5" x 9" £40-60
Additional images added.

443

F Demel, Russian School, watercolour drawing, study of a church with village in distance 9" x 12", signed
£100-150
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444

19th Century watercolour, a study of a seated gentleman holding a scroll, unsigned 8 1/2" x 6 1/2" £50-100

445

19th Century oil painting on canvas, study of a middle eastern gentleman, unsigned, 9" x 7" £50-80

446

H J Bateman, watercolour drawing, study of a stream 20" x 13", some foxing, signed £50-75

447

A watercolour drawing, downland scene with extensive downs, farm buildings in the distance, indistinctly
signed HH ?, 10" x 15" £50-80

448

C Turner, an engraving, a 19th Century black and white engraving of George Stephenson, signed by the sitter
on the mount in a maple walnut frame with gilt slip 12" x 9 1/4" £50-100

449

H J Bateman, watercolour drawing, study of the grave of Samuel Howes Thomas 12" x 18" £50-80

450

Richard Temple, oil painting on canvas, a 19th Century style study of a Continental town scape with figures,
signed 19 1/2" x 15 1/2" £100-150

451

A 19th Century silhouette, a study of a young lady with gilt highlights 8 1/4" x 6 1/4" £50-75

452

M J Austin, oil painting on canvas, a 21st Century atmospheric study of a lady in a red dress sitting on a chair,
label to verso 29" x 41" £50-100

453

A Terence Cuneo print, "Bentleys at Le Mans 1929", unsigned 21" x 31" £50-75

454

20th Century posters, Chinese propaganda studies, dated 1967 and 1969, unsigned 14" x 9 1/2" £30-60

455

19th Century photograph, railway study, turntable at Horsham Station, unframed 15" x 20 1/4" £50-75

456

5 19th Century over painted portrait miniatures of a lady, gentleman and 3 girls, in gilt mounts and plush cases
3" x 2" £50-80
These miniatures are overpainted photos and therefore not on ivory. They are all in good condition.

457

20th Century oil painting on board , a stylised still life study of fruit, vessels and a plant, unsigned, label on
verso 29" x 29" ( photo centre pages ) £50-100
Additional images added.

458

Maurice Canning Wilks, (1910-1984), oil on canvas, landscape study "Muckish Mountain Nr Creeslough,
County Donegal" signed, the reverse with John Magee gallery label, 4 Donegal Square, Belfast, 12" x 13 3/4" (
photo centre pages ) £300-500

459

Maurice Canning Wilks, (1910-1984), impressionist oil on board "Cushendun Bay County Denton", signed, the
reverse with John Magee gallery label, 4 Donegal Square, Belfast 12" x 14 1/2" • ( photo centre pages )
£600-800

460

Max MacCabe, oil painting on board, Irish landscape, study of a mountain river, signed, 9" x 11 1/2", the
reverse with John Magee gallery label, Donegal Square, West Belfast £100-150

461

Gladys MacCabe, 20th Century oil painting on canvas, study of an Irish landscape with croft, loch and distant
mountains, signed, 6" x 9" • £100-150

462

Ivor B Coburn, oil on canvas, 20th Century atmospheric landscape with stream and distant mountains, signed
24" x 29" ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

463

An Edwardian oil on canvas, study of a young boy, unsigned, 11 1/2" x 9 1/2" £50-75

464

Maurice C Wilks, a coloured print, "Break in the Clouds", an Irish landscape 18" x 23" £50-75
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465

Miniature watercolour, a 19th Century oval portrait miniature of a seated lady 4" x 2 1/2", D'arcy, watercolour
an oval portrait miniature of a lady in a garden landscape 2 3/4" x 2 1/4", 19th Century miniature oval
watercolour, study of a lady with a bowl of cherries 2 3/4" x 2 1/4" £100-150
The larger miniature has a scratch at the bottom of the picture. The others are in good condition. These
pictures are all on ivory. Additional images available.

466

L Osborn, watercolour, study of a young lady outside a country cottage feeding chickens, signed 13 3/4" x 20
3/4" £50-80

467

J Morris Hosking, watercolours, maritime studies, early morning mist, evening mist and eventide, signed and
inscribed 10" x 18" £50-75

468

H G Braunstone, oil on canvas, a sunset coastal scene with fishing vessels, seagulls and distant lighthouse,
signed 19" x 23" £50-100

469

F C Jamieson, oil on canvas a Scottish loch scene with castle and distant mountains, signed, 15 1/2" x 23 1/2"
( photo centre pages ) £100-200

470

F C Jamieson, oil on canvas, a Scottish loch scene at sun set with cottage and distant mountains, signed 15
3/4" x 23 1/2" £100-200

471

20th Century print, study of a Hurricane, signed in pencil to the margin Geoff Nutkins no.234/250 16" x 23"
£50-75

472

20th Century print, Combat over Lake Schwerin, signed in pencil by the artist Geoff Nutkins no.41/525 17" x
22" £50-100

473

Edith Harms, watercolours "Horsham Doomsday Green" signed, unframed 7" x 9", a country garden, signed,
unframed 10" x 13 1/2", "Horsham Kerves Lane" signed, unframed 8 1/2" x 14" £200-300

474

19th Century bill posters, Royal Mohock Theatre and 2 others £100-150

474a

Photograph, a study of the King of the Gold Coast, inscribed and dated 1934, unframed 13" x 9 1/2" £30-60

474b

Japanese watercolours, a study of a temple and a study of Mount Fuji, signed 16" x 10" £50-75

474c

Edwardian oils on board, rural landscapes with figures beside a stream 19 1/2" x 11 1/2" £80-120

474d

Chinese watercolour, a study of a Junk on rice paper, unsigned 7" x 10" £50-75

474e

A Victorian gilt picture frame with bull and dart decoration, the opening 50" x 32 1/2" £50-100

474f

3 Edwardian gilt picture frames, the openings 6 1/2" x 11", 7 1/2" x 12" and 9 1/2" x 14" £30-60

475

Early 20th Century posters, Japanese tea garden at Horsham park 1922 and Horsham Dog Show 1924, both
unframed £30-60
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order
476

A silver backed engine turned 3 piece brush set, Birmingham 1909/1913 £30-40

477

A cased 3 piece silver handled shoe horn, button hook set, Birmingham 1914 and 7 silver coffee spoons
Sheffield 1925/1926 £40-80

478

A silver pocket watch case and minor silver items £40-80

479

A 3 piece silver backed brush set with engine turned decoration Birmingham 1919/1920 £30-50

480

A mid Victorian octagonal chased and pierced silver mustard pot with S scroll handle, London 1842 ( photo
centre pages ) £50-75
The liner is not original and has a chip to the rim. The pot is in good condition. Additional images available.

481

A circular silver pin cushion box, Birmingham 1909, ditto silver mounted toilet bottle £30-60

482

A pair of silver tapered posy vases, Birmingham 1938 5" £20-40
There are some dents to the rim and bases but no splits. Additional images and image of marks added.

483

A Victorian silver plated whistle, rattle and teether £15-25

484

A Continental silver pierced sugar basket with vinous decoration on scroll feet with green glass liner, approx
164 grams £40-60
The green glass liner has a chip and some nibbles to the rim. The silver basket has some splits and numerous
solder repairs along the top rim and the base is slightly mishapened. The basket is unmarked. The basket
measures 11cm in diameter, 9cm in height (excluding handle) and 17cm in height (including the handle).
Additional images added.

485

An Edwardian silver mounted cut glass square toilet bottle, Birmingham 1902 ( photo centre pages ) £50-80

486

An Edwardian silver plated mesh purse with cabouchon knops £10-20

487

An Edwardian silver mounted baluster cut glass scent bottle with repousse lid, Birmingham 1905 £40-80
This bottle has some minor nibbles to the cut glass decoration, a flaw running down the inside of the neck and
the silver lid has dents to all sides and some holes. Additional images added.

488

A cased pair of Victorian silver engraved napkin rings, Birmingham 1894 £40-60

489

A silver sauce boat with cut rim, S scroll handle and hoof feet 148 grams £30-60
This boat has a small dent to the base and one of the cut rims is slightly bent. Additional images added.

490

An Edwardian silver presentation beaker, Sheffield 1906 and a silver cigarette box £40-60

491

An Edwardian silver plated cruet stand with 7 cut glass bottles £40-80

492

A silver engine turned cigarette box on scroll feet, Birmingham 1919 5" and a cased silver plated serving set
£50-75

493

A Continental silver serviette ring, a silver topped toilet jar and 1 other £15-25
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494

A Georgian silver dessert spoon, 5 others £25-35

495

A pair of Georgian silver chased berry spoons, gross 138 grams £150-180

496

An Edwardian plated tapered kettle on stand with burner £40-60

497

An Asprey & Co. officer's silver mess table lighter in the form of a grenade, Birmingham 1946, gross 446
grams ( photo centre pages ) £180-220

498

A Second World War officer's silver mess table lighter in the form of a grenade, inscribed presented to HQ
Thirteen Group RAF by The Gunner Officers June 1941, London 1940, gross 268 grams £180-220

499

A George III silver oval mustard pot of plain form with blue glass liner £200-250
The blue liner has some chips around the rim (one quite substantial) but the pot is in very good condition. It
measures 5.8cms in height (to the top of the lid), 5.2cms in width and 7.7cms in length (not including the
handle).

500

A silver baluster sugar shaker with gadrooned decoration on lion mask and claw feet London 1909, 214 grams
£130-160

501

A Victorian silver handled ivory paper knife, Birmingham 1892 £50-75

502

An Art Deco octagonal silver 3 piece tea set with scroll decoration and ebony mounts Sheffield 1930, gross
1092 grams £450-550

503

A repousse silver mounted leather stamp box with floral decoration 4", Birmingham 1894 £50-75

504

An 18th Century German repousse silver oval dish decorated with simple vinous decoration 7" £250-300

505

A Victorian silver table top snuff box with chased scroll decoration and presentation inscription, Birmingham
1897, approx 142 grams £380-440

506

A silver demi-fluted coffee pot with ebonised handles, Sheffield 1964, approx gross 704 grams £300-400

507

A pair of silver plated column candlesticks on stepped bases 10", a cased part canteen of fish eaters, minor
plated items £60-90

508

A pair of contemporary 5 light silver plated candlesticks on square bases 21" £80-100

509

An oval silver plated 2 handled champagne cooler on lion mask and claw feet 22" £120-160

510

A nickel plated Art Deco style students lamp on a stepped base £80-100

511

A pair of oval silver plated wine coolers with vinous borders and scroll handles £80-120

512

An oval silver plated 2 bottle wine cooler with twin handles 12" £80-120

513

A pair of silver plated Corinthian column table lamps on stepped bases 19" £220-260

514

A nickel plated desk lamp on a circular base 18" £80-100

515

A silver plated 3 piece tea set and minor plated items £25-45

516

A silver plated Corinthian column table lamp 14", a plated entree set and minor items £20-30
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517

An oval silver plated galleried tray, 2 other items £20-40

518

An Edwardian silver plated 3 section epergne and minor plated items £20-30

519

An Edwardian silver plated 6 bottle cruet and 2 other items £10-20

520

A cased 5 piece silver mounted horn handled carving set £40-60
The 2 forks and the smaller knife have some wear to the handles just below the blades. Additional images
added.

521

A novelty silver plated 100 dollar bill cigarette case, a bon bon set and a cased set £15-25

522

A quantity of plated cutlery £30-50

523

An Edwardian ex-plated ink stand in the form of grape leaves and grapes with a moulded bottle inkwell £25-45

524

A silver plated mounted tapered glass ewer £10-20

525

An Edwardian silver plated 4 section epergne with tapered fluted sconces £20-40

526

An Edwardian silver plated pierced swing handled basket and 2 other items £30-60

527

An Edwardian silver plated chased coffee pot £20-30

528

A cased set of 6 silver handled pistol butter knives, 2 other cased sets and minor items £15-25

529

A set of silver fish eaters for 6 with servers, in an oak canteen £25-45

530

2 silver plated 2 handled trays and minor plated items £15-25

531

An oak canteen of plated fish eaters and minor plated cutlery £10-20

532

An Edwardian repousse silver dish decorated with flowers and scrolls, London 1901, approx 316 grams
£150-200

533

A 19th Century silver plated meat skewer with armorial crest 16" £10-20
This lot has some scratches and is need of cleaning but is otherwise in good condition.

534

An Edwardian silver plated chased swivel butter dish on raised scrolled feet £20-40
This dish is 19cm in diameter and 15cm in height.
There are 2 dents to the lid but it is otherwise in good condition. Additional images added.

535

A cut glass square spirit decanter with silver collar, Birmingham 1975 10" £80-120

536

A miniature silver and fruit wood novelty bed warmer with pierced lid, London 1909 6" ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

537

A silver Armada dish, London 1981, 4", a pepperette, pair of salts and cigarette case £80-120

538

A George IV silver shaker of waisted form London 1822 £100-150

539

A silver mounted horse hoof pin cushion, Dublin 1902 ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

540

A 19th Century American repousse silver mug decorated with fruits, flowers and scrolls, with engraved
inscription 1868 ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
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540a

A large quantity of costume jewellery £30-60

540b

A quantity of costume jewellery £20-30

540c

A large quantity of costume jewellery £30-60

540d

A 9ct gold cheroot case, approx 30 grams ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

540e

A quantity of marcasite and minor paste jewellery £15-20

540f

A silver cymric brooch £20-40
This lot has rubbed marks but is otherwise in good condition. Additional images added.

540g

A 9ct gold oval shell brooch £50-80

540h

A Victorian 2 colour gold etruscan style bangle, 16 grams £100-150

540j

A 9ct gold amethyst pendant £20-40

540k

A paste bracelet and minor costume jewellery £10-20

540l

An 18ct gold 5 stone diamond ring, approx 1 ct, size M £300-400

540m

A Scottish hardstone brooch and minor silver and other costume jewellery £50-80

540n

An Army issue chrome cased pocket watch with seconds at 3 o'clock, minor watches £25-45
The army issue watch has numerous cracks over the dial, a "yellowed" dial and some corrosion to the case. It
is not currently in working order. The Superior Centre Seconds watch is in good condition and is currently
working. The Ingersoll wrist watch has numerous stains to the dial and all other wristwatches have some
scratches to the glass dial covers and are not currently working. Additional images available.

541

An Edwardian silver plated mounted ebonised baton £25-45

542

An Art Deco silver plated 4 piece tea and coffee set £20-40

543

A quantity of minor silver jewellery £30-40

544

A banded agate pendant, necklace and earrings £30-40

545

Minor costume jewellery £15-20

546

A jade bead necklace, 2 others and a pair of ear studs £25-35

547

A malachite bead necklace, a Sigma wristwatch and minor costume jewellery £25-35

548

Minor costume jewellery £20-40

549

A quantity of costume jewellery £20-40

550

A 9ct gold garnet ring, minor silver jewellery £25-45

551

A silver charm bracelet £20-30
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552

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style diamond set ring, approx 0.8ct, size N 1/2 £700-800

553

An 18ct white gold ruby and diamond ring, size O 1/2 £300-350

554

A 9ct white gold single stone diamond ring. approx 0.10ct, size L 1/2 £100-150

555

A 9ct gold gem set ring, size H £50-75

556

An 18ct white gold tanzanite and diamond Art Deco style ring, the centre stone approx. 0.50ct surrounded
approx 1.2ct of diamond, size O £700-800

557

An 18ct and cultured pearl ring in the form of 2 rearing horses, size G, approx 12 grams £150-200

559

A 14ct diamond set ribbon pendant approx. 14 grams gross £130-180

560

A pair of 18ct yellow gold amethyst ear studs £40-60

561

4 9ct gold gem set rings £60-80

562

A 14ct yellow gold emerald and diamond triple cluster ring, size M £200-250

563

An Edwardian 15ct peridot and seed pearl open scroll brooch £40-80

564

A 14ct open set diamond ring, size M 1/2 £400-500

565

A pair of 9ct gold drop earrings and minor gold jewellery, approx 6 grams £50-80

566

An 18ct yellow gold floral and fruit spray brooch consisting diamonds, jade, pearl and emeralds ( photo centre
pages ) £200-250

567

A 14ct white gold emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx 8.5ct surrounded by 14 brilliant
cut diamonds approx. 2.55ct, size R ( photo centre pages ) £1700-2000

568

A pair of 9ct gold octagonal cufflinks, approx. 12 grams £80-120

569

A 14ct yellow diamond set whorl ring, size R £300-350

570

A 14ct yellow gold paste set ring size j1/2 £50-100

571

A 14ct white gold fancy diamond set ring, size M £200-250

572

A 9ct gold pearl set leaf brooch £30-60

573

A 14ct triangular cut tanzanite and diamond open ring, size P 1/2 £400-500

574

3 9ct gold gem set rings £40-80

575

A 14ct white gold emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre square cut stone approx. 7.3ct surrounded by
20 brilliant cut diamonds approx. 1.2ct, size P £1100-1300

576

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire set whirl ring size g 1/2 8 grms £50-80

577

An 18ct yellow gold oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 0.80ct surrounded by 8
brilliant cut diamonds 1.30ct, size 0 1/2 £900-1100
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578

An 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond target ring, the centre stone 0.4ct, size N 1/2 £950-1100

579

A 9ct gold gem set pendant £25-35

580

A pair of 18ct white gold diamond and pearl drop ear studs, the diamonds approx. 0.4ct £300-350

581

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style diamond ring, approx. 1.2ct, size M £900-1100

582

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring, the 2 diamonds approx 0.2ct each, flanked by 3 sapphires,
size M £270-320

583

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style sapphire and diamond ring, size O £400-450

584

A yellow gold diamond cluster ring, approx. 2.1ct size N £1800-2000

585

A pair of 18ct white gold diamond cluster ear studs, approx 0.9ct £600-700

586

A white gold 38 stone diamond eternity ring, approx. 0.45ct size L £300-350

587

An 18ct gold tanzanite and diamond triangular pendant, the centre stone approx. 2.6ct surround by 0.3ct of
diamonds £600-700

588

2 18th Century Dutch spoons with engraved stems and bowls £100-150

589

4 Edwardian silver presentation shooting spoons, Birmingham 1906/1908 £30-60

590

A 19th Century Continental silver caddy spoon, 2 others and a ditto strainer £40-80

591

A silver pin dish with scroll border London 1917, 52 grams, 7" £40-80

592

A silver sifter spoon and a spirit label £25-45

593

A Georgian silver teaspoon, minor flatware, approx 218 grams £50-100

594

A stylish Art Deco silver plated cocktail shaker £20-40

595

A canteen of silver Kings Pattern cutlery for 8, comprising teaspoons, dessert spoons, soup spoons, dinner
forks, side forks, dinner knives and side knives, 80 ozs ( photo centre pages ) £600-800
Harrison Fisher & Co, Sheffield, 1976. 3 of the dinner knives and one of the side knives have some light
corrosion at the base of the blades. All other items are in good condition. The set is not crested or initialled.
The blades of the knives are stainless steel. Additional images added.

596

A 4 piece silver tea and coffee set with egg and dart decoration and ebony mounts, Sheffield 1949/1955/1956,
gross weight 72 ozs ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

597

A set of cased silver teaspoons and nips, Sheffield 1928, a cased 2 piece condiment set 132 grams £40-80

598

A cased set of 6 silver teaspoons, 3 other cased sets £15-25

599

A silver and stag horn mounted hunting crop by Swayne & Co London £20-30

600

A silver cake slice with cymric decoration, Sheffield 1945, 38 grams £20-40
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601

A silver plated sauce boat and minor plated items £30-40

602

A silver engine turned cigarette case, approx. 36 grams £30-40

603

A gentleman's 9ct gold hunter pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £200-250

604

A lady's 9ct gold wristwatch on a ditto bracelet £50-80

605

A lady's Gucci wristwatch with black dial, boxed £30-50

606

A 1950's Bucherer gilt paste set pendant watch and chain £40-60

607

A metal pocket watch with black dial and seconds at 6 o'clock and 4 others £20-40
The Edward Glasgow white faced watch has a crack to the dial at 2 and some corrosion to the case. The
Hendersons watch has some scratches to the dial and case. The Ingersoll Reliance watch has numerous
cracks to the dial on the left hand side and some corrosion to the case. The R & W Sorley Glasgow watch has
some corrosion to the case and the paintwork on the numerals of the Edward Glasgow black faced watch is
coming off and is loose in the watch. None of these watches are currently in working order. Additional images
added.

608

A gentleman's 1960's Favre-Leuba gilt wristwatch, boxed and minor watches £20-40
Most watches in this lot have minor scratches tom the glass dials but are otherwise in generally good
condition. Additional images available.

611

A gentleman's plated cased Ingersoll sports wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock £20-40

614

An early 20th Century gilt and mother of pearl wristwatch with enamelled dial and red 12 £20-30

616

A Victorian gilt and enamelled propelling pencil with hardstone end £20-40

618

A 19th Century carved ivory ovoid box with geometric decoration 1 3/4" containing a miniature ivory tea set
£70-100

619

A 19th Century carved ivory ovoid thimble case 2" £50-100

620

A carved soapstone group of horses 9" £20-40

621

A carved soapstone figure of a deity on a raised base 6" and a ditto flattened vase with stylised lion finials, a
carving of a shi shi £20-40

622

A carved apple green jadeite pendant with stylised animals and fish 4" £20-30

623

A carved jadeite pendant with stylised flowers 2 1/2" £15-20

624

A carved soapstone pot decorated with dragons and having mythical beast handles 5 1/2 £20-40
This pot is generally in good condition. Additional images available.

625

A carved jadeite leaf shaped dish 3" £20-30

626

A carved soapstone figure of Chu Lau 6" £10-20

627

A carved soapstone figure of an elephant 5" £20-30
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628

A carved green soapstone archaistic style censer with drop ring handles, on stylised feet 7" £10-20

629

A novelty silver and amethyst hat pin in the form of a golf club, 5 others with military button and badge ends
£30-40

630

A collection of Victorian and later hat pins £40-60

632

An Edwardian silver and stag horn hunting whip by Howell of London, bamboo shaft (f) Birmingham 1905, 1
other bamboo silver and horn mounted hunting whip and a riding crop £20-30

633

12 mid Victorian gaming tokens "Keep Your Temper", together with an ivory cylindrical box 1" £30-50
The ivory box has a 1cm crack running around the edge of the lid and some small chips to the thread on the
top of the box. Additional images added.

634

A mid Victorian Prince of Wales model half sovereign £20-40

635

6 Chinese coins £50-75

636

An 1889 crown, minor commemorative coins etc £20-40

637

An 1889 crown mounted as a brooch and minor coins £30-50

638

Minor post 1947 coins £5-15

639

A silver gilt General Gordon commemorative coin £15-20

640

A World War One pair of medals to 145310 Gnr.H. Lamerton.R.A. in original posting envelope £40-60

641

A General Service medal with Cyprus bar to 4172349 L.A.C.J.F. Wilkinson R.A.F. £50-80

642

A World War One group of medals comprising British War medal, Victory medal and Mercantile Marine medal
to Lieut. J. Brown. R.N.R. together with 2 facsimile photographs of the recipient ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

643

Miniatures, a World War two group of medals 1939-45, Atlantic and bar Burma Star, Defence and British War
medal £30-40

644

British War medal and death plaque to G/38859 Pte.J.Olley. The Queens R. together with with related
photographs, press cuttings invitations roll of honour sweetheart postcards and a sweetheart pin cushion,
(gamekeeper to Sandringham estate) £100-150

645

TT Racing, a boxed medallion 1978, 4 trophies and related photographs £20-40
All trophies and medals in this lot are attributed to "John Wilkinson"

647

A Parker fountain pen, 1 other and a lady's wristwatch £5-15
The Parker pen is lacking its cap top

648

A Navy belt with embroidered badges, minor cloth badges and hat bands £10-20

649

A 9ct gold Margaret Thatcher commemorative coin, approx 6 grams £70-100

650

Masonic, a Royal Arch Supreme Grand Chapter Officer's apron, Assistant Sojourner together with sash £30-40

651

Masonic, 3 Provincial Grand Officer's undress aprons and collars £20-30

652

Masonic, a Royal Arch Supreme Grand Chapter Officer's apron, sash and collar, standard bearer £45-55
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments
701

A Victorian French 8 day striking figural mantel clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals, contained in a
gilt metal case surmounted by a figure of a crusader on horse back with pennant and above various military
trophies 22 1/2"h x ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
The finial on the crusader's helmet is damaged, there is a hole to the pennant and the pennant thread has
gone, the enamel to the dial by the winding holes has been restored

702

An Edwardian mantel clock with paper dial and Arabic numerals contained in an inlaid oak arch shaped case
on bun feet £50-100

703

An Edwardian striking bracket clock with arched gilt dial contained in an oak case £40-60

704

An Edwardian striking bracket clock with gilt arched dial, silvered chapter ring, Roman numerals contained in
an oak case and having grilled panels to the side £60-90
This clock is in good condition and is currently in working order.

705

A fusee wall clock with 13 1/2" painted dial, Roman numerals, contained in a mahogany case and with 4 1/2"
back plate ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There are 7 blemishes to the dial

706

Schneider, a German cuckoo clock complete with weights £40-60

707

Bulle Clock Company. An Art Deco French 3 piece clock garniture comprising an arch shaped timepiece with
rectangular metal dial contained in a 2 colour marble case, together with a pair of side pieces £50-75
This clock has a chip to either side and the top of the front of the case. There are 2 small cracks on the top.
The hands are bent and there are some small chips to the bases of the garnitures. The clock has an electric
quartz movement which is not currently in working condition. Additional images available.

708

Itchison, an aneroid barometer and thermometer contained in an oak wheel case £30-50

709

Gustav Becker, a striking Vienna style regulator with 6 1/2" paper dial and Roman numerals, contained in a
walnut case ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

710

A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt
metal case, the dial marked Johnson and Sons of Derby £30-50

711

An 18th/19th Century French striking longcase clock the 8 1/2" enamelled dial with Roman numerals marked
Nicolas Hagmeaux of Coudies, strikes on a bell (f), contained in an oak panelled trunk with glazed panels to
the sides (1f) 91"h £200-300
The dial has slight scratching and there and no weights or pendulum

712

A striking Vienna style regulator with 6" paper dial contained in a walnut case £50-75
The finials are missing to the top and base

713

A 19th Century French timepiece with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in a black marble
architectural case, the back plate marked with 2 crossed arrows £30-50
There is a slight chip to the right hand edge of the portico

714

A 1920's aneroid barometer and thermometer with enamelled dial contained in a carved oak wheel case
£30-50
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715

Robert Sly? an 18th Century 8 day London longcase clock, the 11" brass dial with gilt metal spandrels, silvered
chapter ring, Roman numerals and minute indicator, calendar aperture, having a 5 pillar movement striking on
bell, contained in a walnut case, having a long door with bullion panel, 80"h, ( photo centre pages ) £600-800
There is some damage to the veneer on the corners of the hood. A large section of veneer has been replaced
on the door and there are some cracks to the surrounding veneer. The roundel in the middle of the door is
cracked. There are numerous small chips to the veneer. The glass panel on the right hand side of the hood is
cracked. Looks to be reduced in height and has a replacement back board . Additional images available.

716

An A.WC paperweight desk timepiece, the paper dial with Roman numerals contained in a globular gilt metal
case 2" £30-50
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Rugs and Carpets
726

A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 102" x 24" £60-90

727

A brown and white ground Zulu village rug 24" x 27" £5-10

728

A green ground and floral patterned Chinese rug 52" x 24", some light staining £10-20

729

A blue ground Afghan rug with stylised diamonds to the centre 99" x 48" £30-50

730

A Belgian cotton peach ground Caucasian style rug with 3 diamonds to the centre 86" x 63" £80-100

731

A green ground and floral patterned Chinese rug 51" x 24" £10-20

732

A turquoise and black ground tight woven Kilim rug 65" x 26" £10-20

733

A Belgian cotton Caucasian style carpet with 3 stylised diamonds to the centre 103" x 79" £90-120

734

A red ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre 108" x 24 1/2" £55-75

735

A rose ground Bokhara style Belgian cotton carpet 59 1/2" x 63 £60-90

736

2 similar green ground and floral pattern Chinese rugs 38 1/2" x 22 1/2" and 36 1/2" x 24 1/2" £20-30

737

A red ground Turkey rug 62 1/2" x 36", some wear £30-50

738

A contemporary brown ground Persian rug with diamond medallion to the centre with multi-row borders 83"h x
48 1/2"w £30-50
There is an 11" tear and some sight staining to the carpet

739

An Tribal Gazak blue and red ground square rug with diamonds to the centre 49" x 49" £50-75

740

A Persian Balochi red ground rug with numerous gulls and medallions to the centre within multi-row borders
73" x 43" £70-100

741

A Kelim woven rug/wall panel decorated mythical beasts 58 1/2" x 46" £30-50

742

A Tribal Gazak red ground square rug with numerous diamonds to the centre 50 1/2" x 50 1/2" £50-75

743

A Persian Balochi blue and red ground rug with stylised medallions to the centre 89" x 40" £90-120

744

A Chinese yellow ground and floral patterned carpet 108" x 149" £30-50
Some slight staining

745

A Persian style machine made brown ground carpet with floral design 142" x 107 1/2" £30-50
Slight wear to binding on edge

746

A blue ground Belgian cotton Tabriz style carpet 107" x 80" £80-100

747

A machine made green ground Bokhara style rug, some staining, 131" x 99" £10-20
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
751

A pair of Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany kidney shaped bedside cabinets with three quarter gallery, each
fitted a drawer with cupboard enclosed by a panelled door, raised on square tapering supports, spade feet
30"h x 23"w x 12 1/2"d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
There is a very slight split to one of the cupboard doors

752

A Georgian mahogany bow front sideboard, fitted 1 long drawer above 2 short drawers, the top inlaid
satinwood stringing, raised on square tapering supports 32 1/2"h x 40 1/2"w x 21 1/2"d £70-100
There is a 26" split to the top, a section of veneer is missing beneath the left hand drawer

753

A set of 6 19th Century mahogany Chippendale style slat back dining chairs with upholstered drop in seats,
raised on square supports £300-400

754

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet with raised back, fitted shelves enclosed by an astragal glazed
door, raised on square supports 57"h x 23"w x 13"d £50-80

755

A set of 6 18th/19th Century elm stick and bar back dining chairs with bobbin turned decoration and solid seats
£130-180
Some old and treated worm to the base of the seats

756

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bureau with fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 3 long graduated
drawers, 38"h x 30"w x 18" £50-75
There is slight bruising to the right hand top and a scratch to the right hand bracket foot

757

A 19th Century style oval bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a decorative pierced gilt frame 39" x 28"
£30-50

758

A Regency circular mahogany snap top breakfast table, crossbanded with satinwood and rosewood, raised on
a gun barrel turned column and tripod base ending in brass paw feet 20 1/2"h x 51"diam. £600-800
There is a crack to the gun barrel and 3 small sections of veneer missing to the edge

759

An Art Deco octagonal 3 tier cake stand 34"h x 11"w x 9 1/2"d £30-50

760

An Edwardian Art Nouveau satinwood chest of 3 long drawers with brass campaign handles, raised on bracket
feet 32"h x 33"w x 20"d £40-60
There are 4 small holes to the top where formerly stood a super structure, the first drawer is missing an
escutcheon

761

An Edwardian Art Nouveau pierced and carved walnut double chair back settee, raised on square tapering
supports £50-75

762

A circular Chinese lacquered and inlaid hardstone occasional table, raised on 6 curved supports with undertier,
the top inlaid a temple scene with figures and attendants 18"h x 31" diam. £100-150

763

A Scotts William IV mahogany pedestal Pembroke table, fitted a frieze drawer and raised on a square column
with triform base, splayed feet ending in paw caps and castors 28"h x 22"w x 43"l when fully extended £60-90

764

A Georgian style mahogany apprentice chest with canted corners, fitted 4 drawers with brass swan neck drop
handles, raised on bracket feet 21 1/2"h x 21"w x 11 1/2"d £100-150
There is some scratching to the top, the swan neck handle is missing from the second drawer

765

A Georgian mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer raised on square tapered supports 28"h x 34"w x 20
1/2" when closed x 40 1/2" when opened £30-50
There is some light scratching
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766

A Victorian style winged tub back armchair upholstered in blue and gold material, raised on turned supports
£50-75

767

A Georgian oval mahogany drop flap dining table raised on square supports 27"h x 48 1/2"w x 21" when
closed x 69" when open £30-50
There is a slight crack to the top of one of the legs

768

A Victorian square pine 2 tier revolving bookcase 31"h x 17 1/2"w x 17 1/2"d £80-120
There is a 2" split to the top

769

A Continental arch shaped plate mirror contained in an inlaid walnut and ormolu mounted frame 54" x 25"
£400-500
There is a slight dent to the top

770

A 17th/18th Century oak hanging cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves above 2 short and 1 long
drawer, the base fitted 1 long drawer with iron lock and brass swan neck drop handles 34"h x 28"w x 11"d
£100-150

771

A 19th Century mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with brass pierced drop handles, raised on a
platform base, fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers 40 1/2"h x 43"w x 21"d £100-150
There is a section of cock beading missing to the top left hand drawer and second drawer, there is a 1" section
of veneer missing beneath the second drawer

772

A Victorian carved mahogany show frame chaise longue with raised back, upholstered in brown buttoned
dralon 29"h x 66"w x 25"d £80-120
The cabriole leg has been gnawed by a dog and a section of beading is loose to the side

773

A Victorian oval mahogany library table, raised on turned supports 29"h x 60"w x 29"d £180-220
There are some bruises and light scratches to the top

774

A William IV rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the base of
serpentine outline raised on scroll supports 31 1/2"h x 27"w x 12"d £30-50
The mirror needs re-silvering and there is a 10" crack to the top left hand surface

775

A Victorian walnut Sutherland table fitted an undertier, raised on turned and fluted supports 25"h x 24"w x 8"
when closed by 24" when open £40-60

776

A 1950's show frame walnut double cane bergere suite, comprising 3 seat settee and and 2 matching
armchairs, carved throughout £70-120
Two side panels to the settee are damaged, one back panel to an armchair is damaged and there is a hole to
the other armchair to the sides

777

A rectangular 19th Century snap top breakfast table with crossbanded top, raised on a pillar and tripod base
ending in brass paw casters 28 1/2"h x 52"w x 33"d £50-75
There is a 3" split to the cross banding and a 47" split to the top

778

A nest of 3 1930's black lacquered chinoiserie style interfitting tables, largest - 24"h x 18"w x 12"d,
intermediate - 23"h x 15"w x 10 1/2"d - smallest 22"h x 12"w x 9 1/2"d £30-50
The intermediate table has some rubbing to the gilding on the edge and the smallest has ring marks

779

A Georgian inlaid mahogany corner cabinet with raised back, moulded and dentil cornice, the interior fitted 3
shaped shelves, the base with 3 spice drawers enclosed by a pair of arched panelled doors 62"h x 28"w x 37"d
£200-250

780

An Edwardian mahogany kidney shaped writing table with inset red leather writing surface above 1 long and 2
short drawers, raised on square tapering supports, spade feet 35"h x 42"w x 21"d £125-175
There is a small section of veneer missing above the middle drawer
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781

A Georgian style mahogany tray top bedside cabinet enclosed by a panelled door, raised on square supports
29"h x 40 1/2"w £45-55

783

A 19th Century circular mahogany snap top tea table, raised on turned column and tripod base 27 1/2"h x 31"
diam. £50-80
This table has some very minor scratches to the top but is otherwise in very good condition. Additional images
available.

784

An Edwardian Sheraton Revival inlaid mahogany demi-lune cabinet, fitted 1 long drawer above cupboards
enclosed by panelled doors, flanked by a pair of cupboards, raised on square tapering supports ending in
spade feet 34" x 48" x 21" £80-140

785

An Edwardian oval inlaid 2 tier occasional table, raised on outstretched supports united by an X framed
stretcher 28"h x 26"w x 23 1/2"d £40-60
There is some light scratching to the top

786

A set of 6 Hepplewhite style mahogany dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and upholstered
seats, raised on square tapering supports united by a box stretcher £70-100

787

A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 4 long drawers with brass oval plate drop handles,
raised on bracket feet, 48"h x 42"w x 21 1/2"d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
The veneer is slightly lifting to the right hand edge

788

A 19th Century Chinese 6 fold lacquered screen decorated court scenes and inlaid hardstones 55"h x 66"w
£400-500
There is substantial loss of hardstone to the screen in places

789

A William IV mahogany bar back dining chair, the seat of serpentine outline upholstered in Berlin woolwork,
raised on turned supports £20-30

790

A 19th Century rectangular ebonised window seat/stool, raised on turned supports 20"h x 33"w x 13"d £80-120

791

A Victorian painted mahogany clover shaped 2 tier occasional table with floral sprays, raised on turned
supports 30"h x 18"w x 16"d ( photo centre pages ) £30-50

792

A set of 6 mahogany balloon back dining chairs with carved mid rails and upholstered seats, raised on turned
supports £120-160

793

A Victorian circular figured mahogany snap top breakfast table, raised on a bulbous column and triform base
ending in scrolled feet 30"h x 51 1/2"diam. £250-350

794

A Victorian mahogany chiffonier fitted a drawer above a cupboard enclosed by a pair of arched panelled doors,
raised on a platform base 37"h x 44"w x 20 1/2"d £60-90
There is 7" section of moulding to the right hand edge that is loose, a 4" section of timber let in to the back left
hand edge and there is a 31" split to the side

795

A Victorian arched plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the base of serpentine
outline, raised on scroll supports 27"h x 27"w x 11"d £30-50

796

A William IV rectangular mahogany side table raised on pierced lyre shaped supports and scroll feet, with
turned and plain stretcher, 29"h x 14"w x 22"d £100-150
There is an old repair to both sides of the lyre support

797

An 18th Century Dutch arch shaped mahogany hanging wall cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted 1 long drawer 36"h x 35"w x 12"d £80-120

798

A 19th/20th Century elm Windsor armchair raised on turned supports with crinoline stretcher £50-75
The hoop is damaged to the back and the stretcher has a crude repair
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799

A Victorian mahogany D shaped chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with turned ebony tore handles, inlaid
mother of pearl, the top right hand drawer labelled Hammonds, Bell Yard Lincoln's Inn, Chantry Lane, 45"h x
22" £100-150
One mother of pearl panel is missing to the handle and a 1" section of veneer is missing to the bottom right
hand drawer

800

Maple & Co London. An excellent Art Deco figured walnut and chrome mounted cocktail cabinet with
concaved mirrored back, fitted 5 drawers, the top drawer being fitted with a bottle opener, ice tongs, cork
screw and 2 knives, the third drawer fitted 4 banks of roulette counters, fitted 12 packs of Goodall & Sons
playing cards (four still sealed and unopened), the centre cabinet flanked by a pair of cupboards, fitted 4
wedge shaped decanters and stoppers 9 1/2"h (All chipped, 1 cracked) 6 waisted ale glasses 6", 2 waisted
cocktail glasses 4 1/2", 16 cocktails glasses 4 1/2" (2 cracked and 5 chipped) circular jar and cover 3", 7 sherry
glasses 3 1/2", 2 cut glass bitters jars 5", 3 silver plated spirit measures, a double sided spirit measure and an
associated silver plated beaker, cabinet 51"h x 39"w x 18 1/2" ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1500

This cabinet has some small areas of veneer damage around the drawers, the silvering is going at the bottom
of the concaved mirror and one of the plate glass panels on the top is chipped. All of the decanters are chipped
and one has a large ctrack running throughout. 2 of the cocktail glasses are cracked and 5 are chipped.
Additional images available.
801

A square Burmese carved hardwood occasional table raised on a folding stand, carved fruit 24"h x 23"w x 24"d
£80-120

802

A Victorian carved oak Cromwellian style carver chair with upholstered seat and back, raised on turned
supports with H framed stretcher £50-75

803

A Georgian mahogany tray top commode, the cupboard enclosed by a tambour shutter, the base fitted a
drawer 32"h x 20"w x 17"d £100-150

804

An Edwardian circular inlaid mahogany 2 tier jardiniere stand 36"h x 12" diam. £20-40

805

A wine cooler with hinged lid in the form of a 17th Century oak chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on
bracket feet 19"h x 19"w x 16"d £100-150
There is some old worm and an 8" split to the top

806

A Victorian rectangular oak stationery box with hinged lid 7"h x 10"w x 4 1/2"d together with a Victorian walnut
writing slope 5"h x 10"w x 8 1/2"d £30-50
There is a 1" section of timber missing to the right hand edge of the oak box

807

Oetzmann & Company. A pair of Edwardian Art Nouveau bow front walnut brackets with bobbin turned
decoration and circular painted panels, the reverse marked artistic furniture, furnishing throughout 11"h x 15"w
x 7 1/2"d £40-60
There is slight scratching to the top and the gilding is missing to one of the roundels

808

a set of 4 William IV mahogany bar back dining chairs, raised on turned and fluted supports £60-90
2 of the 4 chairs have chips on the reverse of the back, where the uprights meet the support. One has some
repair to the back support. Additional images added.The seat height is 43cms.

809

A pair of William Morris style Sussex elm open arm chairs with woven rush seats £100-150
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810

An Edwardian Chippendale style mahogany bookcase with moulded cornice and blind fret work frieze, the
interior fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on cabriole supports 76"h
x 39"w x 12"d £200-300
There is a light crack to the right hand edge of the cornice, a small section of veneer missing to the right hand
frieze and a small section of veneer is missing to the left hand edge

811

An elm rocking chair with bobbin turned decoration and woven rush seat £60-90
This chair has a repaired crack in the bottom of the back support, a chip to one of the bobbins on the reverse
of the back support and a crack running down the right hand rocker. Additional images added.

812

A 19th Century rectangular mahogany drop flap dining table raised on square tapered supports 28"h x 42"w x
20" when closed by 61" when open £50-75

813

An 18th Century elm trunk with hinged lid and brass drop handles, raised on bracket feet 17"h x 31 1/2"w x
19"d £50-75
There is some pitting to the lid and the escutcheon has been replaced

814

A Victorian mahogany hall chair, the shaped back with carved armorial and solid seat, raised on cabriole
supports £50-75

815

A 19th Century circular mahogany snap top tea table, raised on a turned column and carved tripod base 27
1/2"h x 29 1/2" diam. £50-75

816

A Victorian figured walnut writing slope with hinged lid, the interior fitted a glass inkwell 5"h x 12"w x 9" £20-30

817

A 1930's Queen Anne style figured walnut bureau bookcase, the upper section fitted shelves enclosed by lead
glazed panelled doors, the base with fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 3 long graduated drawers
with brass drop handles, raised on turned feet 79"h x 32"w x 17"d £60-90

818

A 19th Century elm stick and wheel back Windsor chair with H framed stretcher, raised on turned legs £80-120

819

An Edwardian American mahogany childs rocking chair £50-80

820

A Victorian circular turned mahogany cotton reel stand incorporating a Berlin woolwork pin cushion, raised on
a triform base with bun feet 11"h x 7"w x 7"d ( photo centre pages ) £40-60
There is an old repair to the central column

821

A Victorian mahogany open bookcase fitted adjustable shelves and raised on a platform base, having fluted
columns to the sides 45 1/2"h x 60"w x 12"d £300-400

822

An Edwardian Chippendale style mahogany demi-lune card table, raised on cabriole ball and claw supports 29
1/2"h x 39"w x 19 1/2"d £200-300
There is some cracking to the French polish and a slight gouge to the right hand edge

823

A Queen Anne style walnut open arm chair with X framed stretcher, raised on cabriole supports £200-300

824

A 19th Century mahogany campaign Davenport wash stand, the back fitted a cistern, the rising lid revealing a
blue and white wash bowl (cracked), the base fitted a cupboard above a drawer, 42"h x 23"w x 21 1/2"d
£120-180
The blue and white bowl to the interior is cracked, the tore handle to the drawer is damaged and the bidet slide
is missing

826

A set of 8 Chippendale style mahogany dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and upholstered
seats, raised on cabriole ball and claw supports £600-800
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827

A French Art Nouveau oak hanging cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted a shelf enclosed by a metal strap work
hinged door, 26"h x 18"w x 8 1/2"d £70-100
There is a small section of timber missing to the cornice

828

A Victorian mahogany drop flap dining table, raised on 4 turned supports 28"h x 48"w x 17 1/2" when closed by
58" when fully extended £100-150
There is a 6" section of timber missing from the top of one of the flaps and an 11" crack to the same flap

829

A Victorian walnut show frame nursing chair, having turned and fluted columns to the side, raised on turned
and fluted legs, with upholstered seat and back £40-60

830

A Victorian oval inlaid figured walnut games/work table, the interior inlaid a chess board, cribbage board and
backgammon board, fitted 1 long drawer above a deep basket, raised on turned supports with H framed
stretcher 28"h x 23 1/2"d x 16"w ( photo centre pages ) £120-180
This table has a small chip to the left hand side of the top. The key escutcheon is missing from the drawer and
there are some small chips around the drawer. There is a crack in the right hand side of the work box drawer.
One of the legs is separating at the joint on the right hand side. Additional images available.

831

A Victorian carved mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in brown buttoned material, raised on
cabriole supports together with a similar balloon back chair with carved mid rail on cabriole supports £40-60

832

A Georgian mahogany hanging corner cabinet with moulded and dentil cornice, having fluted columns to the
side, fitted shelves enclosed by a panelled door 40"h x 29"w x 16"d £100-150
There is some dentilling missing to the cornice

833

A pair of bleached mahogany buckle back dining chairs with carved mid rails, the seats of serpentine outline,
raised on cabriole supports £30-50

834

A Georgian rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a turned mahogany swing frame 20"h x 18"w
£30-40
There are some cracks to the veneer on the frame but this mirror is otherwise in good condition. Additional
images added.

835

A set of 3 Georgian mahogany bar back dining chairs with plain mid rails and upholstered drop in seats, raised
on turned and reeded supports £40-60
All bars have been repaired and glued

836

A Biedermeier style rectangular plate cheval mirror contained in a bleached walnut frame 58"h x 22 1/2"w
£40-60

837

A Regency rectangular plate Pier mirror with ball studded frame, supported by a pair of reeded columns 38"h x
23 1/2"w £50-75
This has been repainted

838

A Victorian figured walnut bookcase on cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice, the interior fitted
adjustable shelves enclosed by arched panelled doors, the base fitted 1 long drawer above a double cupboard
with vitruvian scrolls to the side 83"h x 34"w x 15"d £350-450
There is a small section of timber missing to the right hand top cornice, there is a small split by the top right
hand door and veneer is lifting to the bottom right hand edge and front right hand top

839

A set of 4 Victorian bleached mahogany balloon back dining chairs with shaped mid rails, the seats of
serpentine outline, frames loose £100-150
The chair legs show signs of worm and one chair is with an iron support bracket

840

A 19th Century Continental arched plate mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 60"h x 36"w £180-220
There is a 13 1/2" section of plaster missing to the base
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841

A Regency circular snap top brass inlaid rosewood breakfast table, raised on a square column with triform
base and splayed feet 28"h x 53" diam. £200-300
The brass is lifting to the centre ring of inlay and there are sections of brass and veneer missing from the top

842

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany writing table, with inset black leather writing surface and crossbanded top,
fitted 1 long drawer flanked by 2 short drawers, raised on square tapering supports, brass caps and castors
28"h x 41 1/2"w x 21 1/2"d £170-200

843

A set of 10 19th Century Chippendale style mahogany dining chairs with vase shaped slat backs, over stuffed
seats, raised on cabriole, ball and claw supports, comprising 2 carvers and 8 standard £350-450

844

A Georgian mahogany bureau on stand, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior with pigeon holes, drawers
and a well, the fall having 3 locks and brass drop handles to the side, fitted a drawer, raised on a stand with
square tapering supports and H framed stretcher 36"h x 26"w x 17 1/2"d ( photo centre pages ) £250-350
There is a 1" split to the right hand edge top right

845

A 19th Century mahogany shield back hall chair with solid seat raised on ring turned supports £20-40
The back of the chair is loose

846

A Victorian mahogany breakfront bookcase, the upper section with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed panelled doors, the base fitted 1 long secret drawer above 3 long drawers and with 2 drawers
to the sides above cupboards, raised on a platform base 87"h x 80"w x 21"d (made up, the top being of a later
date to the bottom) £100-150
There is damage to some of the cock beading and some small areas of veneer damage. This bookcase is
otherwise in good condition.

847

A Victorian iron framed nursing chair upholstered in blue buttoned material, raised on turned supports £40-60

848

A Victorian armchair upholstered in blue material £30-50

849

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany side table, fitted a drawer with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on
square tapered supports ending in spade feet 27 1/2"h x 37 1/2"w x 19"d £100-150

850

An Art Deco walnut 4 tier waterfall bookcase, the base fitted a drawer, raised on cabriole supports 48"h x 23
1/2"w x 12"d £100-150

851

An Edwardian 7 piece inlaid mahogany drawing room suite comprising double chair back settee, 2 carver
chairs and 4 standard chairs with lattice work slat backs and upholstered seats, on square tapering supports
£250-350

852

A 19th/20th Century Queen Anne style figured walnut kneehole pedestal dressing table with crossbanded top,
fitted 1 long drawer above 6 short drawers, raised on bracket feet, one pedestal fitted a cupboard 29"h x 36"w
x 22"d £120-180
There are burn marks to the top and a section of veneer is missing

853

A harlequin set of 6 Victorian carved walnut balloon back dining chairs with carved pierced mid rails, the seats
of serpentine outline raised on cabriole supports £100-150
This harlequin set is made up of 2 sets of 3 chairs, 1 back is f and r and the frames are loose

854

A 1930's figured walnut 2 tier drop flap drinks trolley, the upper section fitted a detachable tray and raised on
turned supports, fitted a drawer, 28"h x 24"w x 17 1/2" when closed x 35" when fully extended £50-75

855

A pair of Victorian Carolean style high back hall chairs with pierced carved backs and solid seats, raised on
turned supports with H framed stretcher, both frames are loose £50-75
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856

An 18th Century oak oval gateleg dining table, raised on turned and block supports, the edge carved "It is
more blessed to give that to receive", the base fitted a drawer 28"h x 40 1/2"w x 14" when closed x 46" when
fully extended £120-180
There is a 1" section of timber missing to both rule joints and there is a 27" split to one of the leaves

857

A 1920's circular bamboo stool 17"h x 14" diam. £40-60

858

A Queen Anne style 1930's walnut bureau, the fall front revealing a fitted interior above 2 long drawers, raised
on cabriole supports 35 1/2"h x 20"w x 14"d £100-150
The escutcheon is missing and there is a slight dent to the left hand top of the fall

859

A pair of 19th/20th Century Indian carved and pierced hardwood chairs with solid seats and carved backs,
raised on figural supports ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

860

A 1930's Art Deco 2 piece limed oak bedroom suite comprising double wardrobe enclosed by panelled doors
and raised on a platform base 73"h x 46"w x 20"d together with a matching dressing chest with circular mirror
fitted 3 long drawers, 1 long drawer flanked by a cupboard 58 1/2"h x 44"w x 18"d £100-150
There is damage to the tore handle on the wardrobe, the bottom handle of the dressing table drawer and the
cupboard to the side, the mirror requires re-silvering and there are some chips to the glass shelf

861

A Georgian style childs oak corner chair with pierced slats, raised on cabriole supports £50-75

862

A Queen Anne style double wardrobe with double domed cornice enclosed by panelled doors, raised on
cabriole supports 75"h x 21"w x 48"d £75-125
There is a 1/2" section of beading missing to the door. This wardrobe is otherwise in good condition. Additional
images available.

863

A Victorian tub back chaise longue raised on turned oak legs 25"h x 58"w x 25"d £50-80

864

A Chinese ebonised pierced carved wood throne chair with dragon arms, raised on cabriole supports £75-125
There is a slight chip to the cabriole foot back left hand edge

865

A 19th Century rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 22"h x 21 1/2"w
£40-50

866

An Art Nouveau mahogany hanging coat rack with a bevelled plate mirror to the centre fitted hooks above a
glove box 43"h x 42"w with later added top £100-150

867

An Art Deco rectangular oak side table fitted 2 drawers with H framed stretcher, carved decoration to the side,
28 1/2"h x 39"w x 20"d £60-90
There are 2 ink stains to the top and some water damage

868

A Georgian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass plate drop handles and brass
escutcheons, raised on bracket feet 38 1/2"h x 42 1/2"w x 21"d £60-100
There is a 1" section and 2" section of timber missing to the right hand edge and a new 2" section of timber let
in to the top and there is a section of veneer missing to the bottom left hand leg

869

A late Victorian rectangular oak side table fitted a drawer, raised on ring turned supports 29 1/2"h x 37 1/2"w x
18 1/2"d £50-75
There is damage to the tore handle and some light scratches to the top

870

A Queen Anne style figured walnut bow front chest of 4 long drawers with brass plated drop handles, raised on
bracket feet 32"h x 30"w x 19"d £40-60
There is slight blistering to the veneer on the top drawer, missing small section of veneer above bottom drawer
and missing a 1" section of veneer beneath the drawer
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871

A 19th Century elm stick and bar back Windsor kitchen chair with solid elm seat on turned supports with
double framed stretcher £100-150

872

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany box seat piano stool, the upholstered seat inlaid swags, raised on cabriole
supports 24"h x 20 1/2"w x 15"d £30-50
3 of the legs are f and r

873

A set of 4 Burmese carved hardwood high back open arm throne chairs, raised on square tapering supports
£40-60

874

A Victorian rosewood inlaid mother of pearl sewing box with hinged lid, the interior fitted 3 mother of pearl
implements, complete with polished steel key, 4"h x 10"w x 7"d £30-50
A small section of timber is missing to the top left hand edge and the veneers are slightly rippling to the top

875

A Victorian rectangular walnut and ebonised standish with 2 pen recesses, the base fitted a drawer, raised on
bun feet 6"h x 11"w x 7"d £30-50

876

A Georgian mahogany drop flap dining table, raised on square supports 29"h x 41" 1/2"w x 18" when closed x
57" when fully extended £40-60

877

An oak Davenport with sliding top and three-quarter gallery, fitted 3 long drawers, having arcaded decoration
and turned handles, raised on bracket feet 31"h x 21"w x 16"d £50-75

878

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany corner cabinet with raised back, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors, raised on square tapering supports 63 1/2"h x 22"w x 15"d £40-60

879

A Victorian carved oak kneehole desk with inset leather writing surface, above 1 long and 8 short drawers, with
carved vinery decoration 29"h x 59"w x 29"d (in one section) ( photo centre pages ) £250-350
This desk has a split to the panel on the left hand side, a crack to the top in the back right hand side and a
small area of damage on the front right corner of the top. Additional images added.

880

A 17th Century style oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid 21"h x 37 1/2"w x 18 1/2"d £80-120

881

A harlequin set of 8 mahogany bar back dining chairs with carved mid rails and upholstered seats, made up of
5 and 3, raised on turned, fluted and reeded supports £80-120

882

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany writing table, the raised back fitted an oval plate mirror flanked by a pair of
drawers with inset writing surface above 2 long drawers, raised on square tapered supports 37"h x 30"w x 17"d
£40-60
The mirror to the centre is possibly a replacement

883

A Queen Anne style figured walnut chest with quarter veneer top and cross banding, fitted 2 short and 2 long
drawers, raised on bracket feet 29 1/2"h x 36"w x 15"d £100-150

884

A Dutch style inlaid mahogany corner cabinet with mirrored interior, having columns to the side enclosed by
bevelled plate panelled door 65 1/2"h x 37"w x 21"d £100-150

885

A rectangular Victorian rosewood work table, fitted 2 drawers, raised on bobbin turned supports with H framed
stretcher 28"h x 18"w x 13"d £120-160
There is a small section of veneer missing to the right hand edge of the main body, the back right hand support
is slightly chewed to the base and has signs of old treated worm

886

An 18th Century oak press cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice, fitted 3 trays enclosed by arch
panelled doors, the base fitted 3 short drawers above 3 long drawers 66"h x 49"w x 25"d £600-800
The brass escutcheon is missing to the door, 2 steel locks are missing to the base as are 2 escutcheons
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887

A 19th Century Continental carved and inlaid walnut sideboard chiffonier, the upper section with carved,
moulded and dentil cornice, fitted 3 cupboards enclosed by panelled doors, the base with niche fitted 2 short
and 2 long drawers, the base fitted 3 long drawers above cupboards enclosed by carved panelled doors 81"h x
79"w x 22"d ( photo centre pages ) £250-350
There is an old repair to the right hand top of the cornice and also to the left hand top, there is a section of
beading missing to the right hand long drawer of the upper section and an escutcheon is missing to the left
hand drawer of the base

888

An 18th Century oak dresser, the raised shelved back with moulded cornice and pierced apron, fitted 3
shelves, the base fitted 3 long drawers above 2 short drawers with brass plate drop handles above a
cupboard, raised on bracket feet 81 1/2"h x 67"w x 16"d ( photo centre pages ) £450-550
The top left hand section of cornice is missing and the left hand bracket foot fascia

889

An Edwardian Chippendale style mahogany breakfront bookcase cabinet, the centre section fitted a cupboard
enclosed by panelled doors flanked by a pair of cabinets, the interiors fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on carved cabriole, claw and ball supports 49"h x 72"w x 16 1/2"d
£200-300

890

A Jersey walnut press cabinet with moulded cornice, the interior fitted 3 trays enclosed by panelled doors,
raised on bracket feet 74 1/2"h x 51 1/2"w x 23"d £400-500
There is a small section of cornice missing to the top right hand corner

891

A Victorian mahogany chiffonier with raised back, fitted 2 secret drawers above arched panelled doors and
with columns to the side 62"h x 54"w x 18"d £250-350
There is a 3" section of veneer missing to the top right hand edge

893

A Victorian oak pedestal partners desk with inset green writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers fitted
cupboards and raised on a platform base 39"h x 68w x 47"d £400-600

894

A 1930's triple plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 27"h x 37"w £30-50
There are some patches to the silvering

895

A set of 4 Victorian inlaid figured walnut dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and over stuffed
seats, raised on turned supports £50-75
The frames are loose and 1 has an old repair to the top of the left leg and 1 has a replacement front left leg,
sections of inlay are missing

896

An Edwardian mahogany armchair upholstered in pink Kilim style material £90-120
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